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1The purpose of the manual
How to use the manual
CaƉtion
͞Sustainable communities are Ɖlaces ǁŚere ƉeoƉle ǁant to 
live and work, now and in the future. They meet the diverse 
neeĚs oĨ eǆisting anĚ Ĩuture resiĚents͕ are sensitiǀe to tŚeir 
enǀironment͕ anĚ contribute to a ŚigŚ ƋualitǇ oĨ liĨe͘ dŚeǇ are 
saĨe anĚ inclusiǀe͕ ǁell ƉlanneĚ͕ built anĚ run͕ oīer eƋualitǇ 
oĨ oƉƉortunitǇ anĚ gooĚ serǀices Ĩor all͘͟
h Dinisterial /nĨormal on Sustainable Communities͕ h< PresiĚencǇ͕ PolicǇ PaƉers͕ Kĸce oĨ tŚe eƉutǇ Prime Dinister͕  DarcŚ ϮϬϬϲ
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2Purpose of the Manual
This Manual has been prepared as a companion 
document for the Planning Guidelines, Local Area 
Wlans͗ reatinŐ ^ustainaďle ommunities Ͳ 'uidelines 
Ĩor WlanninŐ uthorities ;,ereafter reĨerred to as ͚The 
WlanninŐ 'uidelines͛Ϳ.  
The aim of the Manual is to reinforce the key aspects 
oĨ the WlanninŐ 'uidelines ďǇ emƉhasisinŐ ďeƩer and 
more consistent Ɖrocesses and hiŐhliŐhtinŐ eǆamƉles 
oĨ Őood Ɖractice.
Good Local Area Plans
Good local area planning requires good local area 
Ɖlans.  The >ocal rea Wlan ;,ereafter reĨerred to as the 
‘LAP’) is the principal statutory planning instrument for 
seƫnŐ out a ďalanced understandinŐ͕ ǀision and sƉatial 
strateŐies at the local leǀel.  /t is at this leǀel that ͚ Ɖlace͛ 
ďecomes a ƉhǇsical͕ communitǇ and economic realitǇ.  
LAPs must provide the frameworks to secure sustainable 
development that balances social, economic and 
enǀironmental considerations at the local leǀel 
ǁhile minimisinŐ the Ɖotential adǀerse eīects oĨ 
deǀeloƉment on the enǀironment.  Eational ƉolicǇ 
identiĮes the oǀerarchinŐ role oĨ sƉatial ƉlanninŐ in͗
^ecurinŐ ďeƩer use oĨ land as a resource͖ͻ 
Addressing the needs of society in terms of ͻ 
housing, food and materials, places of work, 
amenitǇ and recreation͖
^uƉƉortinŐ socioͲeconomic Ɖolicies that seeŬ ͻ 
ďalanced deǀeloƉment͖ and
WromotinŐ social inteŐration and stronŐ ͻ 
communities.
 Őood >W ďalances the needs and asƉirations oĨ the 
community with the requirements of the Planning 
uthoritǇ and the eǆƉectations oĨ deǀeloƉers and 
other staŬeholders.  /t Ɖroǀides a ĨrameǁorŬ Ĩor 
delivery that guides quality and facilitates consistency 
in deǀeloƉment manaŐement.
Key messages from the Planning 
Guidelines 
The Planning Guidelines set out in detail the policy 
conteǆt͕ ŬeǇ reƋuirements and Ƌualities Ĩor >Ws.  TheǇ 
also set out ŬeǇ messaŐes Ĩor maŬinŐ >Ws.  These 
include the requirement that they:
Are prepared in accordance with an agreed, ͻ 
streamlined process to promote greater  
consistencǇ and ďeƩer Ɖlan ƋualitǇ͖
Adhere to the core strategies of higher level  ͻ 
Ɖlans and strateŐies͖
Provide detailed planning which is responsive to ͻ 
the sƉeciĮc͕ eǀidenceͲďased   
needs oĨ an area͖
Present a clear, consistent and achievable   ͻ 
ǀision and suƉƉortinŐ strateŐies Ĩor the   
Ĩuture deǀeloƉment oĨ an area͖
Contain appropriate frameworks for ͻ 
imƉlementation and monitorinŐ͖
re inĨormed ďǇ eīectiǀe and meaninŐĨul ͻ 
consultation͖ and
Are presented in a clear, consistent and easy  ͻ 
to understand format, which includes the use 
of high quality graphics to illustrate the future 
character and aƉƉearance oĨ an area.
The Planning 
Guidelines
Local planning for living, working and playing
Cover image to 
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3How to use the Manual 
The structure of the Manual follows a linear process of 
Ɖlan ƉreƉaration͕ corresƉondinŐ to ďroad themes that 
should ďe addressed at each staŐe oĨ the Ɖrocess. /t 
is a structured͕ seƋuential and Ňeǆiďle Ɖrocess Ĩor the 
ƉreƉaration oĨ >ocal rea Wlans.  The Ɖrocess should ďe 
Ňeǆiďle and iteratiǀe͕ that is͕ it should alloǁ Ĩor eǆistinŐ 
or new themes to be revisited or introduced along the 
ǁaǇ. 
ach section outlines an imƉortant asƉect or staŐe oĨ 
the process, providing an outline of the main steps 
and elements that should ďe considered.  s stated 
ƉreǀiouslǇ͕  case eǆamƉles are selected to hiŐhliŐht 
asƉects oĨ Őood Ɖractice.   TheǇ are not intended to 
represent model templates or to represent good 
Ɖractice in its entiretǇ. 
Terms used in the Manual
The terms used in the Manual, such as ‘vision’, 
͚ƉrinciƉles͕͛  ͚strateŐies͛ and ͚Őuidance͛ essentiallǇ 
descriďe a hierarchǇ oĨ Ɖlan elements.  These 
should not ďe considered as Įǆed terms Ͳ theǇ are 
interchangeable with other terms which plan-makers 
miŐht consider more aƉƉroƉriate.  &or eǆamƉle͕ ͚ ǀision͛ 
might be replaced with ‘overall aim’, ‘principles’ might 
be replaced by ‘aims’ or ‘goals’, ‘strategies’ might be 
reĨerred to as ͚oǀerall oďũectiǀes͛ and ͚Őuidance͛ miŐht 
ďe reĨerred to as ͚oďũectiǀes͛ or ͚sƉeciĮc oďũectiǀes .͛
Each LAP will need to specify which aspects of the 
plan correlate to which statutory requirements for LAP 
content͕ such as sƉeciĮc oďũectiǀes.
The main approach 
The approach chosen for this Manual is not intended 
to ďe deĮnitiǀe͕ ďut to caƉture the ͚essentials͛ oĨ a 
ƋualitǇ >W and a Ɖrocess Ĩor ƉreƉarinŐ one.  /t seeŬs 
to ensure that LAPs:
&it ǁithin the eǆistinŐ ƉlanninŐ and ƉolicǇ ͻ 
hierarchǇ͖
Are founded on a thorough understanding of the ͻ 
Ɖlace͖
Strive towards an agreed vision, elaborated by a ͻ 
set oĨ roďust ƉrinciƉles͖
^et out ƉlaceͲsƉeciĮc strateŐies Ĩor heritaŐe͕ ͻ 
land use, urban and landscape structure and 
moǀement͖
Provide appropriate guidelines for realising the ͻ 
ǀision͖
^et out realistic and Ĩeasiďle means oĨ deliǀerǇ͖ ͻ 
and
Wroǀide a ĨrameǁorŬ Ĩor monitorinŐ ƉroŐress.ͻ 
ase eǆamƉles
The Danual identiĮes recent eǆamƉles oĨ Őood Ɖractice 
in ƉlanͲmaŬinŐ at local leǀel in /reland and aďroad. 
Dost oĨ the eǆamƉles are taŬen Ĩrom >Ws͕ hoǁeǀer͕  
other, similar local-level plans, such as urban design 
framework plans and Planning Schemes, are also 
chosen to Ɖroǀide insiŐht into Őood Ɖractice.
The case eǆamƉles ǁere chosen usinŐ a roďust 
selection Ɖrocess. This inǀolǀed an initial screeninŐ 
oĨ the eƉartment oĨ the nǀironment͕ ommunities 
and >ocal 'oǀernment ;>'Ϳ dataďase oĨ >Ws and 
related Ɖlans͕ and a Ĩocused reǀieǁ oĨ eǆamƉles oĨ 
Őood Ɖractice aďroad.    lonŐͲlist oĨ Ɖlans emerŐed 
Ĩrom this screeninŐ.  The lonŐͲlist ǁas then suďũected 
to a more detailed and roďust eǀaluation oĨ the ǀarious 
comƉonents oĨ the indiǀidual Ɖlans.  The Įnal ŐrouƉ oĨ 
case eǆamƉles emerŐed Ĩrom this eǀaluation.  
The eǀaluation Ĩound that the structure͕ content 
and Ɖresentation oĨ Ɖlans ǀaried consideraďlǇ. This 
is not surƉrisinŐ͕ Őiǀen the ŇeǆiďilitǇ alloǁed in their 
structure͕ content and Ɖresentation͕ heretoĨore.   /t 
was decided, therefore, to focus on aspects of good 
Ɖractice ǁithin indiǀidual Ɖlans.  /n anǇ eǀent͕ no >W 
or other, similar local-level plan, was considered to 
reƉresent ďest Ɖractice in all asƉects oĨ the Ɖrocesses 
set out in this Danual.
ϵ oĨ ǆ
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CaƉtion
DaŬing an LAP consists oĨ tǁo Ěistinctiǀe but oǀerlaƉƉing 
Ɖrocesses͘  dŚe Įrst͕ ǁŚicŚ is tŚe main Ĩocus oĨ tŚe Danual͕ 
is concerneĚ ǁitŚ tŚe Ɖrocess oĨ ƉreƉaring a ƋualitǇ͕ 
eǀiĚenceͲbaseĚ͕ ĚraŌ LAP͕  anĚ tŚe seconĚ is tŚe statutorǇ 
Ɖrocess͕ ǁŚicŚ taŬes tŚe ĚraŌ LAP tŚrougŚ to aĚoƉtion͘
DeaningĨul anĚ eīectiǀe consultation is necessarǇ to 
Ěeliǀer ƋualitǇ LAPs͘  /t must be careĨullǇ manageĚ anĚ 
closelǇ integrateĚ ǁitŚ tŚe Ɖlan ƉreƉaration anĚ statutorǇ 
Ɖrocesses͘  /t ǁill also assist in creating a sense oĨ oǁnersŚiƉ 
oĨ tŚe Įnal LAP bǇ tŚe communitǇ͘
Kn ƉreƉaration 
and consultation
ϭϭ oĨ ǆ
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dŚis conceƉtual Ěiagram sŚoǁs a tǇƉical Ɖlan ƉreƉaration 
process which consists of stages, with each of these stages 
consisting oĨ smaller steƉs or actions͘
DaŬinŐ an >W consists oĨ tǁo distinctiǀe ďut 
oǀerlaƉƉinŐ Ɖrocesses.  The Įrst͕ ǁhich is the main 
focus of the Manual, is concerned with the process of 
ƉreƉarinŐ a ƋualitǇ͕  eǀidenceͲďased͕ draft >W͕  and the 
second is the statutorǇ Ɖrocess͕ ǁhich taŬes the draft 
>W throuŐh to adoƉtion. 
The Manual aims to knit these two processes 
toŐether͕  ǁith the oǀerall aim oĨ creatinŐ ďeƩer >Ws 
deriǀed Ĩrom Őood Ɖractice and a stronŐ͕ eǀidenceͲ
based understanding of the place and the needs and 
asƉirations oĨ the communitǇ. 
The ƉlanninŐ leŐislation sets out the ďroad reƋuirements 
and Ɖrocesses Ĩor content͕ consultation and adoƉtion 
oĨ >Ws .  These Ɖrocesses are dealt ǁith in Őreater 
detail in the WlanninŐ 'uidelines.
/n terms oĨ timeĨrames͕ the leŐislation concerns itselĨ 
essentiallǇ ǁith the notiĮcation͕ disƉlaǇ and adoƉtion 
Ɖrocesses Ĩor the draft >W͕  ǁhich can sƉan a Ɖeriod oĨ 
ďetǁeen ϭϴ and ϯϱ ǁeeŬs Ĩrom the date on ǁhich the 
draft >W is Ɖlaced on Ɖuďlic disƉlaǇ.
then ƉreƉarinŐ a draft >W͕  Ɖrocesses and timeĨrames 
for other related or higher-level plans and strategies 
should also ďe Ĩactored in.  
The need for consistency between the LAP and other 
plans, strategies and Planning Guidance, is addressed 
in ^ection ϭ oĨ the Danual.
The Įrst Ɖrocess Ĩor >W maŬinŐ is the Ɖlan ƉreƉaration 
Ɖrocess. This Ɖrocess maǇ ǀarǇ in scoƉe and detail͕ 
deƉendinŐ on the conteǆt.  &or eǆamƉle͕ the ƉreƉaration 
oĨ a neǁ >W ǁill haǀe diīerent reƋuirements͕ inƉuts 
and aƉƉroaches͕ comƉared to the reǀieǁ oĨ an eǆistinŐ 
LAP.
The Ɖrocess Ĩor ƉreƉarinŐ the draft >W is not suďũect to 
an eǆƉlicit statutorǇ timeĨrame͕ hoǁeǀer͕  a ϭϮͲmonth 
Ɖeriod Ĩor ďacŬŐround ǁorŬ ;ƉreƉaration oĨ the draft 
>WͿ is recommended in the WlanninŐ 'uidelines. 
This Ɖeriod should alloǁ Ĩor the comƉletion oĨ other 
siŐniĮcant Ɖrocesses͕ such as Ňood risŬ assessment 
(FRA), Appropriate Assessment (AA) and Strategic 
nǀironmental ssessment ;^Ϳ͕ and their inteŐration 
ǁith the >W Ɖlan ƉreƉaration Ɖrocess.
While there should be no set process for the LAP 
ƉreƉaration͕ a rational aƉƉroach has ďeen shoǁn to ďe 
the most eīectiǀe.  
/n suďseƋuent sections͕ the Danual sets out a 
suggested, staged approach, which consists of:
staďlishinŐ the >W conteǆt͖ͻ 
hnderstandinŐ the Ɖlace͖ͻ 
^eƫnŐ out a ǀision and ƉrinciƉles Ĩor  ͻ 
deǀeloƉment͖
'eneratinŐ strateŐies͖ͻ 
WreƉarinŐ detailed Őuidance͖ andͻ 
nsurinŐ deliǀerǇ.ͻ 
Processes doƉtinŐ the >W͗ the statutorǇ 
process
WreƉarinŐ the draft >W
ϭϮ oĨ ǆ
Kn ƉreƉaration and 
consultation
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7dŚis conceƉtual Ěiagram sŚoǁs tŚe Ɖlan ƉreƉaration Ɖrocess 
used in this manual.  The diagram can also be used to explore 
relationsŚiƉs ǁitŚ tŚe SAͬAA Ɖrocesses anĚ consultation͘
VISION
and principles
Draft LAP
Local Area Plan
Display, submissions, 
reǀisions͕ adoƉtion
raft SEA/AA
Screening (report) Context Wlan consultation
SEA/AA Wlan ƉreƉaration onsultation
onsultation ǁith enǀ. 
authorities
Understanding
/nitiate Įrst staŐe oĨ 
consultation
Non-statutory 
consultation
Non-statutory 
consultation
Public display
Yes No
Environmental report / 
AA Stage II
Strategies
Guidelines for 
development
Call for 
submissions, pre-
plan stakeholder 
consultation
/nĨormation͕ 
feedback, 
consensus-
building
Review and 
feedback
Statutory phase
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8DeaninŐĨul and eīectiǀe consultation is necessarǇ to 
deliǀer ƋualitǇ >Ws.  /t must ďe careĨullǇ manaŐed 
and closelǇ inteŐrated ǁith the Ɖlan ƉreƉaration and 
statutorǇ Ɖrocesses.  /t ǁill also assist in creatinŐ a 
sense oĨ oǁnershiƉ oĨ the Įnal >W ďǇ the communitǇ.
^ƚaƚƵƚŽrǇ ĐŽŶƐƵůƚaƟŽŶ
The ƉlanninŐ leŐislation sets out the ďroad 
reƋuirements Ĩor consultation.  /n summarǇ these are͗
onsultation ǁith͕ and notiĮcation oĨ͕  Ɖrescriďed ͻ 
ďodies͖
tider consultation ǁith a ranŐe oĨ ŬeǇ ͻ 
stakeholders, including local residents, public 
sector agencies, non-governmental agencies, 
local community groups and commercial and 
ďusiness interests͕ as Ɖart oĨ the >W ƉreƉaration 
Ɖrocess͖ and
Wuďlic disƉlaǇ oĨ the draft >W and suďseƋuent ͻ 
receiƉt oĨ oďserǀations and suďmissions.
^tatutorǇ asƉects oĨ consultation are outlined in detail 
in the WlanninŐ 'uidelines.
ŽŶƐƵůƚaƟŽŶ ŝŶ ƚŚĞ Ěraft LAP ƉrĞƉaraƟŽŶ ƉrŽĐĞƐƐ
chieǀinŐ meaninŐĨul and eīectiǀe Ɖuďlic ƉarticiƉation 
ǁill reƋuire a structured aƉƉroach to consultation 
durinŐ the Ĩull >W Ɖrocess.
/t is essential that the communitǇ and ŬeǇ staŬeholders 
are enŐaŐed at an earlǇ staŐe.  KnlǇ throuŐh consultation 
can a Ɖlan ďe ƉroƉerlǇ scoƉed͕ all releǀant inĨormation 
taƉƉed͕ ŬeǇ issues identiĮed and needs and asƉirations 
hiŐhliŐhted.
>ocal communities can ďe an imƉortant source oĨ 
ďaseline inĨormation͕ such as local social and cultural 
asƉects or historical local ŇoodinŐ͕ that maǇ not ďe 
aǀailaďle Ĩrom other͕  conǀentional sources͕ such as 
>ocal uthoritǇ reŐisters and archiǀes. 
The community and key stakeholders should be 
involved in scoping, preparing and delivering the LAP, 
ǁith eīectiǀe consultation oĨ Ɖarticular imƉortance in 
the ‘Understanding of Place’, ‘Vision and Principles’ 
and ͚nsurinŐ eliǀerǇ͛ staŐes oĨ the >W ƉreƉaration 
Ɖrocess.
dŚĞ ĐŽŶƐƵůƚaƟŽŶ ƐƚraƚĞŐǇ
'iǀen the discretion and ŇeǆiďilitǇ aǀailaďle to 
WlanninŐ uthorities in carrǇinŐ out consultation͕ it is 
recommended͕ as a Őood Ɖractice aƉƉroach͕ that a 
comƉrehensiǀe consultation strateŐǇ is ƉreƉared at the 
initial staŐes oĨ the Ɖrocess to Őuide the ƉreƉaration͕ 
adoƉtion and deliǀerǇ oĨ the >W.
The consultation strateŐǇ could incorƉorate the 
following elements:
staďlishment oĨ a Ɖroũect steerinŐ ŐrouƉ. This ͻ 
maǇ include direct communitǇ reƉresentation on 
the group or set out arrangements for the input of 
communitǇ reƉresentatiǀes into the steerinŐ  
Ɖrocess͖
onsultation ǁith ŬeǇ interests and staŬeholder ͻ 
ŐrouƉs͖
^tructured means Ĩor ƉarticiƉation ďǇ the local ͻ 
communitǇ͖
EotiĮcation oĨ the Ɖrescriďed ďodies͖ andͻ 
tider communitǇͬƉuďlic consultation.ͻ 
The consultation strateŐǇ should ďe Ĩormulated to 
include those who frequently have less access to the 
planning process, such as young people, older people, 
minoritǇ and sƉecial interest ŐrouƉs.
The Įnal consultation strateŐǇ should identiĨǇ the 
following:
Kǀerall consultation Ɖrocess͖ͻ 
<eǇ actors and staŬeholders͖ͻ 
onsultation techniƋues aƉƉlicaďle to each   ͻ 
Ɖroũect staŐe͖
Dilestones and ŬeǇ deliǀeraďles͖ and ͻ 
/nteŐration and relationshiƉ ǁith other Ɖroũect ͻ 
manaŐement Ɖrocesses.
General community
Focus 
community 
Key 
stakeholders 
Steering 
group
This conceptual 
diagram 
shows a typical 
consultation 
pyramid.  This 
is an eīectiǀe 
way of 
iĚentiĨǇing anĚ 
communicating 
the  range 
and extent of 
consultation at 
Ěiīerent leǀels
īectiǀe consultation
ϭϰ oĨ ǆ
9Suggested techniques
There is a ǁide ranŐe oĨ Ɖotential techniƋues that can 
ďe used to deliǀer eīectiǀe consultation durinŐ the 
>W ƉreƉaration Ɖrocess.  WlanninŐ uthorities ǁill 
need to play the role of facilitator, as many people are 
not Ĩamiliar ǁith the >W or associated consultation 
Ɖrocesses.
ǆƉerience has shoǁn that comďininŐ diīerent leǀels 
oĨ enŐaŐement is most eīectiǀe. This maǇ include a 
broad call for submissions, local workshops or clinics, 
structured meetinŐs and reƉresentation on the >W 
steerinŐ ŐrouƉ.  ommunities maǇ also ďe reƉresented 
throuŐh local associations and elected reƉresentatiǀes. 
onsideration should also ďe Őiǀen to the use oĨ a 
trained͕ neutral Ĩacilitator͕  ǁhere aƉƉroƉriate. ^ome 
ďest Ɖractice techniƋues are Ɖresented ďeloǁ.
/ĚĞŶƟĨǇŝŶŐ ƚŚĞ ŽŵŵƵŶŝƚǇ
The scoƉe oĨ consultation needs to ďe careĨullǇ 
considered to ensure that people are made aware of 
their riŐht to ƉarticiƉate.  /n Őeneral terms͕ the more 
ƉeoƉle inǀolǀed in the Ɖrocess the ďeƩer.
/n estaďlished areas it ǁill ďe easier to identiĨǇ the local 
communitǇ.  /n undeǀeloƉed areas the communitǇ maǇ 
ďe sƉarse͕ ƉeriƉheral or nonͲeǆistent. This maǇ Ɖose 
greater challenges, and the community may need to 
ďe considered as a larŐer entitǇ oĨ surroundinŐ and 
ƉotentiallǇ related areas.
tŝĚĞr ĐŽŵŵƵŶŝƚǇ ĐŽŶƐƵůƚaƟŽŶ
n eīectiǀe techniƋue Ĩor enŐaŐinŐ the ǁider 
community is by way of a public call for submissions, 
tǇƉicallǇ adǀertised in the local Ɖress.  This serǀes the 
dual ƉurƉose oĨ alertinŐ ƉeoƉle to the Ĩact that the Ɖlan 
ƉreƉaration Ɖrocess has ďeen initiated and ƉroǀidinŐ 
an initial conduit Ĩor suďmissions to ďe made. alls Ĩor 
suďmissions are most eīectiǀe ǁhere theǇ are sƉeciĮc 
about the nature and scope of what is being sought 
ǁithout ͚leadinŐ .͛  &or eǆamƉle͕ ďǇ asŬinŐ ƉeoƉle to list 
thinŐs aďout the area that theǇ consider to ďe Ɖositiǀe 
or neŐatiǀe.
tĞďͲďaƐĞĚ ĐŽŶƐƵůƚaƟŽŶ aŶĚ ĐŽŵŵƵŶŝĐaƟŽŶ
The internet is already being harnessed as a medium for 
Ɖuďlic consultation͕ notaďlǇ Ĩor Ɖlan notiĮcation͕ disƉlaǇ 
of plan material and receipt of comments, feedback 
and discussion.  ^ocial netǁorŬs are noǁ ƉlaǇinŐ 
an imƉortant role in connectinŐ local communities͕ 
and will, no doubt, be harnessed in the future as a 
techniƋue Ĩor ǁider communitǇ consultation.
^ƚrƵĐƚƵrĞĚ ĐŽŵŵƵŶŝƚǇ ĐŽŶƐƵůƚaƟŽŶ
^tructured ǁorŬshoƉs are an eīectiǀe method Ĩor 
enŐaŐinŐ ƉeoƉle in a tarŐeted and Ɖroductiǀe ǁaǇ. 
They need to be carefully planned and facilitated to 
ensure that the issues are understood and weighed 
appropriately, while also ensuring that proceedings 
are not dominated ďǇ Ɖersonal aŐendas. torŬshoƉs 
can ďe tailored to suit the eǆƉerience oĨ the 
ƉarticiƉants͕ ǁhether theǇ include the Őeneral Ɖuďlic͕ 
built environment professionals or key stakeholders 
;ƉreĨeraďlǇ a comďination oĨ theseͿ. torŬshoƉs can ďe 
used in a numďer oĨ ǁaǇs to Őarner inĨormation aďout 
the area͕ identiĨǇ strenŐths and ǁeaŬnesses ;e.Ő. ^ tKT 
analysis), to facilitate sectoral analysis, agree a vision 
and to helƉ set Ɖriorities.
Game or role-playing
This inǀolǀes a Ɖarticular Ĩorm oĨ ǁorŬshoƉ ǁhere 
Őames͕ eǆercises or roleͲƉlaǇinŐ techniƋues are 
deǀised Ĩor ƉeoƉle to test alternatiǀe ƉlanninŐ and 
development scenarios against their vision, and to 
identiĨǇ the Ɖotential conseƋuences these miŐht haǀe 
Ĩor the Ɖlace.
Walkabouts
Facilitated walking tours of the area combined with 
tours of equivalent successful places where high 
quality development has already taken place can help 
ƉeoƉle to understand the Ɖotential and eīects oĨ 
chanŐe͕ and to Ĩoster an aƉƉreciation oĨ the ďeneĮts 
oĨ Őood desiŐn.
Envisioning
nǀisioninŐ is a ǀital earlǇ staŐe in the Ɖlan ƉreƉaration 
Ɖrocess.  /t enŐaŐes the communitǇ and others in 
considerinŐ and commmunicatinŐ a ǀision Ĩor their 
area Ĩor the Ĩuture.  sision can ďe communicated Ĩor 
eǆamƉle͕ throuŐh ǁords͕ teǆt͕ imaŐes͕ sŬetches and 
models.  To ďe eīectiǀe͕ the communitǇ needs to 
be engaged from the outset, so that people can get 
involved at a point when they know they can make a 
diīerence.
Ensuring Delivery
A role for the community in the delivery and monitoring 
oĨ >Ws is outlined in the WlanninŐ 'uidelines.  These 
roles will need to be considered towards the end of 
the LAP process and should be set out clearly in the 
releǀant deliǀerǇ sections oĨ the >W.
The Ɖlan ƉreƉaration and statutorǇ Ɖrocesses ǁill 
need to ďe careĨullǇ desiŐned.   Ɖroũect manaŐement 
aƉƉroach should ďe adoƉted.   This oƉerates on the 
ďasis oĨ a set oĨ aŐreed actions͕ ǁith continuous reǀieǁ 
oĨ ƉroŐress durinŐ the Ɖrocess.
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and principles
Delivery / 
ŝŵƉůĞŵĞŶƚaƟŽŶ
Draft LAP
&ŝŶaů LAP
Set-up
Understanding
place
Understanding
planning context
Strategies
Guidelines for 
development
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
GC
GC
SG
SG
FC
FC
FC
SC
SC
SC
This conceptual 
diagram assists 
in iĚentiĨǇing 
stakeholders 
anĚ consultation 
methods at 
various stages in 
a tǇƉical͕ ƉlanͲ
ƉreƉaration 
process
GC
FC
SC
SG ^teerinŐ ŐrouƉ commiƩee
^taŬeholder consultation
&ocus communitǇ consultation
'eneral communitǇ consultation
Key
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Key aspects of the management process are to:
Appoint a dedicated Project Manager:ͻ 
staďlish a multiͲdisciƉlinarǇ >W team and   ͻ 
steerinŐ ŐrouƉ͖
^et out an oǀerall Ɖroũect Ɖrocess and identiĨǇ ŬeǇ ͻ 
staŐes͖
staďlish imƉortant timelines͕ milestones and ͻ 
outƉuts͖
eĮne roles͕ resƉonsiďilities and resources͖ andͻ 
^et out consultation arranŐements.ͻ 
Knce adeƋuate time has ďeen  alloǁed Ĩor the Ɖrocess͕ 
resources need to ďe matched to the tasŬs in hand. 
The range of resources will vary from project to project, 
depending on many variables, such as the nature and 
comƉleǆitǇ oĨ the >W area͕ the characteristics oĨ the 
Ɖlan area͕ inĨormation sources and ŐaƉs͕ inͲhouse 
eǆƉertise and the need Ĩor sƉecialist adǀice. 
St
e
p
s
Establish team and 
steering group
DĞĮŶĞ ŬĞǇ ƐƚaŐĞƐ aŶĚ 
programme
ƐƚaďůŝƐŚ ƟŵĞĨraŵĞƐ 
and milestones
DĞĮŶĞ rŽůĞƐ aŶĚ 
rĞƐƉŽŶƐŝďŝůŝƟĞƐ
^Ğƚ ŽƵƚ ĐŽŶƐƵůƚaƟŽŶ 
arrangements
AĚĚrĞƐƐ rĞƐŽƵrĐĞ Žr 
ŝŶĨŽrŵaƟŽŶ ŐaƉƐ
PrŽĐĞĞĚ ƚŽ 
Next Stage
PrŽũĞĐƚ ŝŶŝƟaƟŽŶ
Project management and   
resources
This diagram 
shows a typical, 
Įrst stage Ĩor 
local area plan 
ƉreƉaration͘  dŚis 
is crucial stage in 
Ɖroũect Ɖlanning 
management
ϭϳ oĨ ǆ
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rdee is a ƉrinciƉal ountǇ Toǁn in >outh͕ ǁith a ƉoƉulation oĨ aƉƉroǆimatelǇ ϯ͕ϱϬϬ. The rdee >W is set ǁithin the 
conteǆt oĨ the >outh ountǇ eǀeloƉment Wlan ǁith the intention oĨ seƫnŐ out an oǀerall strateŐǇ Ĩor the ƉlanninŐ 
and deǀeloƉment oĨ the toǁn͕ and͕ in Ɖarticular͕  to Ɖroǀide an areaͲsƉeciĮc Ĩocus Ĩor the detailed assessment oĨ local 
ƉlanninŐ issues.
The ouncil enŐaŐed in an eǆtensiǀe ƉreͲdraft Ɖuďlic consultation ƉroŐramme as Ɖart oĨ the ďacŬŐround ǁorŬ staŐe oĨ 
the Ɖlan ƉreƉaration Ɖrocess.  This included the ƉreƉaration oĨ a comƉact͕ clear͕  concise and illustrated issues ƉaƉer. 
The issues ƉaƉer set out a summarǇ ǁith ďacŬŐround inĨormation on a ranŐe oĨ ŬeǇ issues to ďe addressed in the 
ƉreƉaration oĨ the >W.  /t also Ĩramed a numďer oĨ ŬeǇ Ƌuestions on each issue to ƉromƉt communitǇ discussion and 
helƉ deǀeloƉ and shaƉe their comments and oďserǀations.
The issues paper was widely distributed to voluntary and community groups, libraries, schools, statutory bodies, 
serǀice Ɖroǀiders͕ elected memďers and staŬeholders.  /t ǁas also Ɖosted on the internet ǁith a ĨacilitǇ Ĩor receiƉt oĨ 
Ɖuďlic comments and oďserǀations.  
The earlǇ enŐaŐement oĨ the communitǇ in identiĨǇinŐ issues͕ ǀision and strateŐǇ Ĩor rdee͕ imƉroǀed the Ɖlan 
ƉreƉaration Ɖrocess ďǇ ƉroǀidinŐ͕ at the riŐht staŐe͕ the understandinŐ oĨ communitǇ needs and asƉirations and 
imƉortant asƉects oĨ local ŬnoǁledŐe. 
ase eǆamƉle ii 
Ardee - engaging the wider community at an 
early stage
13
This LAP sets out an overall strategy for the proper planning and sustainable development of Askeaton, a small rural 
seƩlement ǁith a ƉoƉulation oĨ aƉƉroǆimatelǇ ϭϬϬϬ Ɖersons͕ located aƉƉroǆimatelǇ Ϯϱ Ŭilometres Ĩrom >imericŬ 
itǇ.  The >W is set ǁithin the conteǆt oĨ the >imericŬ ountǇ eǀeloƉment Wlan and aims to Őuide the lonŐͲterm 
deǀeloƉment oĨ the ďuilt uƉ area oĨ the eǆistinŐ toǁn.
The ouncil enŐaŐed in a ƉreͲdraft Ɖuďlic consultation ƉroŐramme that included a Ɖuďlic ǁorŬshoƉ in sŬeaton. 
The ĨeedďacŬ Ĩrom this ǁorŬshoƉ ǁas used to Ĩrame the ǀision statement Ĩor the >W.  onsultation also inǀolǀed 
school children Ĩrom ^coil Dhuire͕ sŬeaton͕ in the enǀisioninŐ Ɖrocess durinŐ the earlǇ staŐes oĨ the Ɖlan ƉreƉaration 
Ɖrocess.  The children ǁere asŬed to ƉreƉare draǁinŐs and ƉaintinŐs on the theme ͚sŬeaton ϮϬϮϴ .͛  These ǁere 
included in the ǁriƩen statement Ĩor the >W͕  helƉinŐ to Ɖromote a sense oĨ oǁnershiƉ oĨ the Ɖlan ǁithin the ǇounŐest 
sector oĨ the communitǇ.
An example of the work of the children as presented in the LAP
ase eǆamƉle ii
sŬeaton ʹ inǀolǀinŐ children in ƉreͲdraft 
consultation Ɖrocesses
ϭϵ oĨ ǆ
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Set out the 
context
The purpose of the manual
How to use the manual
CaƉtion
The background and purpose and the broader planning policy 
context of the LAP should be explained in the document. 
/t sŚoulĚ eǆƉlain tŚe Planning AutŚoritǇ͛s rationale Ĩor 
preparing the LAP, with reference to the proposed plan area, 
its boundary and the need for preparing the plan, including 
ǁŚetŚer tŚis is manĚatorǇ or ĚiscretionarǇ͘
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1.1 Purpose, process and policy 
The background and purpose of the LAP should be 
explained in the document, including a succinct 
account of:
The reason for deciding to prepare the LAP;ͻ 
The processes and procedures that were   ͻ 
followed;
/ts Įt ǁith hiŐherͲleǀel and other related   ͻ 
plans;
Kther releǀant Ɖlans and studies͖ͻ 
Zeleǀant Ɖolicies and siŐniĮcant ƉlanninŐ   ͻ 
decisions aīectinŐ the area͖
/ts relationshiƉ to ^trateŐic nǀironmental   ͻ 
Assessment (SEA), Appropriate Assessment   
;Ϳ and other h irectiǀes͖ and
The general structure and content of the   ͻ 
LAP.
The document should explain the Planning Authority’s 
rationale Ĩor ƉreƉarinŐ the >W͕  ǁith reĨerence to the 
proposed plan area, its boundary and the need for 
preparing the plan, including whether this is mandatory 
or discretionarǇ.
The processes and procedures that were followed in 
preparing the LAP should be summarised.  Preferably, 
this should ďe suƉƉorted ďǇ an eǆƉlanatorǇ Ňoǁ chart 
shoǁinŐ imƉortant staŐes in the ƉlanͲmaŬinŐ Ɖrocess.
1.2 ^ and 
The requirements and processes for SEA and AA are 
dealt with in detail in the Planning Guidelines.  In terms 
of process, all LAPs, for which full SEA environmental 
reports are not mandatory, will need to be screened in 
accordance with the Planning Guidelines 12: Assessment 
oĨ tŚe īects oĨ Certain Plans anĚ Programmes on tŚe 
nǀironment͕ ϮϬϬϰ, unless a prima facie case exists to 
proceed directly to the scoping stage.  
Also, all LAPs should be screened as part of the AA 
process, to determine whether a full AA is required.  The 
AA process will be guided by AƉƉroƉriate Assessment 
oĨ Plans anĚ Proũects in /relanĚ: 'uiĚance Ĩor Planning 
AutŚorities͕ ϮϬϬϵ.  In terms of content, the LAP will 
need to set out clearly how both of these processes 
haǀe ďeen handled and inteŐrated into the >W.
The LAP should include an SEA and AA statement, 
seƫnŐ out the decision oĨ the WlanninŐ uthoritǇ in 
relation to the need͕ or otherǁise͕ to carrǇ out Ĩull 
reports, and a summary of the reasons for the decision. 
If necessary, full statements could be contained in LAP 
aƉƉendices or as a seƉarate͕ standͲalone document.
1.3 WlanninŐ and deǀeloƉment  
 policy
The LAP should include a review of relevant plans and 
Ɖolicies aīectinŐ the Ɖlan area includinŐ͗
,iŐherͲleǀel Ɖlans͖ͻ 
eǀeloƉment Ɖlan Ɖolicies and oďũectiǀes͖ͻ 
Other relevant, non-statutory plans and   ͻ 
studies; and
^iŐniĮcant and releǀant ƉlanninŐ decisions.ͻ 
The Planning Guidelines set out the broad range of 
relevant strategies, policies and plans at the various 
sƉatial leǀels.
EaƟŽŶaů ƉŽůŝĐǇ
Dost EationalͲleǀel ƉolicǇ͕  strateŐǇ͕  Ɖlans and ƉlanninŐ 
guidance will have been addressed and applied at the 
eǀeloƉment Wlan leǀel. ,oǁeǀer͕  the >W maǇ need 
to address consistency with relevant aspects where 
deliǀerǇ in Ɖractice and at the local leǀel is critical͕ 
Ĩor eǆamƉle͕ Eational limate hanŐe ^trateŐǇ and 
the policy document, Smarter draǀel ʹ A Sustainable 
dransƉort &uture.
Development plan policies
The reǀieǁ should set out releǀant ƉlaceͲsƉeciĮc 
Ɖolicies and oďũectiǀes contained in the deǀeloƉment 
Ɖlan ;andͬor the draft deǀeloƉment ƉlanͿ.  Warticular 
aƩention should ďe Őiǀen to ƉoƉulation Ɖroũections and 
housinŐ͕ economic͕ retail and seƩlement strateŐies. 
This should not taŬe the Ĩorm oĨ an eǆhaustiǀe cut and 
Ɖaste eǆercise oĨ Őeneric Ɖolicies͕ ďut Ĩocus on releǀant 
asƉects that haǀe sƉatial imƉlications͕ Ĩor eǆamƉle͕ 
sƉeciĮc roads oďũectiǀes aīectinŐ the area͕ Ɖolicies Ĩor 
the Ɖrotection oĨ ǀieǁs or areas desiŐnated Ĩor sƉecial 
Ɖrotection͕ such as rchitectural onserǀation reas 
;sͿ.
dŚĞ ĐŽrĞ ƐƚraƚĞŐǇ
The LAP should clearly describe and show ‘on-the 
Őround͕͛  localͲleǀel comƉliance ǁith the eǀeloƉment 
Wlan ore ^trateŐǇ ΀WlanninŐ and eǀeloƉment 
;mendmentͿ ct͕ ϮϬϭϬ͕ and 'uidance Eote on ore 
^trateŐies͕ >'͕ ϮϬϭϬ΁.  t an earlǇ staŐe͕ Ɖotential 
imƉlications Ĩor the >W Ɖrocess and outcomes ǁill 
need to ďe identiĮed.  KĨ Ɖarticular imƉortance ǁill 
ďe Ɖotential imƉlications arisinŐ Ĩrom releǀant h 
irectiǀes͕ the current deǀeloƉment Ɖlan strateŐies͕ 
such as seƩlement͕ housinŐ and retail.
At this stage it will be necessary to determine whether 
the basic premise of the LAP is broadly in line with 
hiŐherͲleǀel deǀeloƉment Ɖlan ƉolicǇ. /t ǁill also ďe 
imƉortant to ŇaŐ Ɖotential mismatches ďetǁeen 
strategy and the demand and provision for zoned 
22 of x
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omƉliance ǁith irectiǀes at all leǀels is mandatorǇ͕  
ǁhether reĨerenced in an >W or not.
ϭ.ϱ ͚ZoadmaƉ͛ Ĩor the >W 
/t is useĨul to include a ďrieĨ descriƉtion oĨ the  structure 
and content oĨ the >W ǁhen seƫnŐ out the conteǆt oĨ 
the >W.  This ǁill assist the user and maǇ also identiĨǇ 
which aspects of the plan or related work are included 
in aƉƉendices or in other͕  related or suƉƉortinŐ 
documents.
land (including zoned, undeveloped land and vacant 
or unĮnished residential deǀeloƉmentͿ.  This issue 
will become clearer in subsequent stages of the plan-
maŬinŐ Ɖrocess. 
Other plans and projects
The >W should identiĨǇ anǇ other releǀant͕ nonͲ
statutory plans and include a summary of any aspects 
that the planning authority considers relevant, for 
eǆamƉle͕ anǇ nonͲstatutorǇ urďan ĨrameǁorŬ Ɖlans or 
site deǀeloƉment ďrieĨs Ĩor siŐniĮcant sitesͬƉroũects 
or recommendations Ĩor Ɖrotection oĨ sƉecial haďitats 
such as hedŐeroǁs͕ ǌones oĨ archaeoloŐical interest. 
Lastly, the LAP should include a summary of any 
siŐniĮcant deǀeloƉment ƉroƉosals aīectinŐ the area͕ 
ƉarticularlǇ those considered liŬelǇ to haǀe a siŐniĮcant 
impact on their surroundings or other aspects of the 
>W.
ϭ.ϰ h directiǀes and leŐislation
esiŐnations͕ Ɖlans or studies Ɖroduced under all 
releǀant h irectiǀes and other leŐislation that maǇ 
haǀe an imƉact on the >W area should ďe considered. 
This eǆercise maǇ include͗
Eatura sites ;,aďitats irectiǀeͿ͖ͻ 
tildliĨe cts͖ͻ 
Areas protected under River Basin   ͻ 
Management Plans (Water Framework   
irectiǀeͿ͖
sulneraďle Őround conditions ;'roundǁater  ͻ 
irectiǀeͿ͖ and
reas at risŬ oĨ ŇoodinŐ ;&loods irectiǀeͿ.ͻ 
The >W should eǆƉlain the ^trateŐic nǀironmental 
Assessment and Appropriate Assessment processes 
carried out under the ^ irectiǀe and the ,aďitats 
irectiǀe resƉectiǀelǇ͕  includinŐ the screeninŐ eǆercise 
and the reason for deciding whether or not a full 
enǀironmental reƉort ǁas considered necessarǇ. The 
LAP should also make reference to the full SEA and 
AA Environmental reports (if undertaken) and the SEA 
^tatement͕ descriďinŐ hoǁ the Ɖlan ǁas modiĮed in 
the liŐht oĨ their ĮndinŐs.
Proposals for monitoring should be included in the 
LAP, making sure these are aligned with monitoring 
ƉroƉosals contained in the ^͕ and seƫnŐ out a 
ƉroŐramme and resƉonsiďilities Ĩor monitorinŐ to 
aǀoid duƉlication oĨ ǁorŬ.  These maǇ ďe addressed in 
Őreater detail in the later deliǀerǇ sections oĨ the Ɖlan.
>Ws should not include eǆhaustiǀe lists oĨ h irectiǀes 
and ZeŐulations iĨ these are not directlǇ aƉƉlicaďle. 
St
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Set out purpose of, and 
reasons for, the LAP
Describe the 
ƉrĞƉaraƟŽŶ ƉrŽĐĞƐƐ
DĞƐĐrŝďĞ ĐŽŶƐƵůƚaƟŽŶ
process
Set out planning and 
development context
Scope and summarise 
rĞůaƟŽŶƐŚŝƉ ǁŝƚŚ 
ĚŝrĞĐƟǀĞƐ ĞƚĐ͘
Present a user 
‘roadmap’ for the LAP
Proceed to 
Next Stage
PrĞǀŝŽƵƐ ^ƚaŐĞ 
;/ŶĐĞƉƟŽŶͿ
This diagram 
shows a 
typical, 
context 
stage 
for local 
area plan 
ƉreƉaration
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The >W Ĩor rauŐhǁell ǁas adoƉted ďǇ 'alǁaǇ ountǇ ouncil in ϮϬϬϲ. rauŐhǁell is a small ǀillaŐe ǁith a ƉoƉulation 
of approximately 500 people, situated 23 km south east of Galway City.   This Plan sets out the context within which 
the LAP was prepared in a comprehensive yet succinct manner.  The hierarchy of guidelines and plans is considered 
and the Ɖolicies and ƉroŐrammes.  The relationshiƉ ďetǁeen other Ɖlans and Ɖolicies is clearlǇ set out and those 
ǁhich ǁill either directlǇ or indirectlǇ aīect the >W are identiĮed.  The >W ƉaǇs Ɖarticular aƩention to͗
The leŐislatiǀe ďasis Ĩor the Ɖlan͖ͻ 
/ts relationshiƉ ǁith the 'alǁaǇ ountǇ eǀeloƉment Wlan͖ͻ 
The oǀerall hierarchǇ oĨ Ɖlans͖ͻ 
The need Ĩor consistencǇ ǁith the aďoǀe͖ͻ 
WroǀidinŐ inĨormation on the liŬelǇ siŐniĮcant eīects oĨ imƉlementinŐ the Ɖlan.ͻ 
The LAP focuses on the development of a 55ha site set within an overall village area of 87ha. Future development is 
careĨullǇ considered throuŐh a maƉ oĨ ƉroƉosed deǀeloƉment areas ǁhich includes the indicatiǀe location oĨ ͚ strateŐic 
gateways’. 
onsultation ǁith the communitǇ and ŬeǇ staŬeholders ǁas an imƉortant Ɖart oĨ the >W ƉreƉaration Ɖrocess.
Case example 1A
rauŐhǁell Ͳ seƫnŐ out the conteǆt Ĩor the 
LAP in the hierarchy of plans and the SEA
Diagrams in the LAP clearly set out the hierarchy of plans 
anĚ LAP ƉreƉaration Ɖrocess
24 of x
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eĨore ǁe Ɖlan
Programming
ScoƉing
StuĚǇing
Learning Ĩrom eǆƉerience
Presenting
decŚniƋues
Case eǆamƉles
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dŚe LAP is tŚe leǀel at ǁŚicŚ tŚe Ɖlanning sǇstem concerns 
itselĨ ǁitŚ tŚe realitǇ anĚ Ɖotential oĨ Ɖlaces͘ Place emboĚies 
a range oĨ elements ǁŚicŚ incluĚe tŚe communitǇ͕ Ĩunction͕ 
Ĩorm anĚ Ƌualities oĨ an area͘   'ooĚ LAPs are baseĚ on a 
strong unĚerstanĚing oĨ conteǆt͕ Ɖlace anĚ communitǇ͘   
2
Understand 
the place
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2.1 The importance of place
The LAP is the level at which the planning system 
concerns itselĨ ǁith the realitǇ and Ɖotential oĨ Ɖlaces. 
Place embodies a range of elements, which include the 
communitǇ͕  Ĩunction͕ Ĩorm and Ƌualities oĨ an area.  
Good LAPs are based on a strong understanding of 
context, place and community.  
The broad scoping of issues and the proper choice of 
techniques for survey and analysis should provide the 
ƉlanͲmaŬer ǁith adeƋuate inĨormation and ŬnoǁledŐe 
to make informed decisions about the future of the 
area.  
Importantly, a good understanding of place and 
communitǇ also Ĩacilitates ďeƩer understandinŐ oĨ 
eǆistinŐ enǀironmental issues and the liŬelǇ imƉacts oĨ 
imƉlementinŐ the >W.  
The scope and techniques for LAPs are likely to be 
uniƋue͕ as no tǁo Ɖlaces or communities Ɖresent the 
same character͕  issues or Ɖotential.
2.2 The ďiŐŐer Ɖicture
The understanding of the place must sit within the 
broader plan and socio-economic context.  This is dealt 
ǁith in more detail in WlanninŐ 'uidelines and ^ection 
X of the Manual. 
^ome areaͲsƉeciĮc oďũectiǀes Ĩrom other related Ɖlans͕ 
for example, planned roads or public transport, may 
also need to ďe included in the sƉatial analǇsis oĨ >W 
analǇsis. ll Ɖlan areas ǁill need to ďe considered in 
the conteǆt oĨ the ǁider area or sƉatial conteǆt͕ such 
as the larger urban structure, transport networks and 
infrastructure, green infrastructure and biodiversity 
and microclimate.  
2.3 ommunitǇ inǀolǀement
Community involvement through structured public 
consultation has a ŬeǇ role to ƉlaǇ in deǀeloƉinŐ this 
leǀel oĨ understandinŐ oĨ Ɖlace.  This is addressed in 
Őreater detail in ^ection y oĨ this Danual.
2.4 Wrocess
This stage should commence as soon as possible 
after the setͲuƉ and conteǆt staŐes.  deƋuate time 
and resources need to be given to this process, as 
consultation ĨeedďacŬ͕ neǁ͕ uƉdated or sƉecialist 
studies maǇ taŬe time.
/mƉortantlǇ͕  this Ɖrocess is iteratiǀe as later staŐes can 
identiĨǇ or uncoǀer neǁ issues and oƉƉortunities. /t 
should also aliŐn ǁith the &Z͕ ^ and  Ɖrocesses. 
This will include the following important steps:
Scoping of survey and analysis (SEA/AA   ͻ 
screeninŐ and scoƉinŐͿ͖ 
'atherinŐ all releǀant inĨormation͖ͻ 
nalǇsinŐ the material͖ͻ 
ollatinŐ the results͖ͻ 
ZeǀieǁinŐ and reŇection on the staŐe and   ͻ 
the ĮndinŐs͖
lloǁinŐ Ĩor uƉdate oĨ ĮndinŐs durinŐ later   ͻ 
staŐes.
St
e
p
s
Wider urban and 
landscape context
^ĐŽƉĞ aŶĚ ŝĚĞŶƟĨǇ ŐaƉƐ
Carry out studies
,arŶĞƐƐ ĐŽŶƐƵůƚaƟŽŶ
PrĞƐĞŶƚ ĮŶĚŝŶŐƐ
ZĞǀŝĞǁ aŶĚ rĞŇĞĐƚ
PrŽĐĞĞĚ ƚŽ 
Next Stage
PrĞǀŝŽƵƐ ^ƚaŐĞ 
;ƉůaŶŶŝŶŐ ĐŽŶƚĞǆƚͿ
This diagram 
shows a 
typical survey 
and analysis 
stage for local 
area plan 
ƉreƉaration
8 of x
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Some area-specific objectives from other related 
plans, for example, planned roads r public transport, 
may also n ed to b  inclu ed in the spatial analysis of 
LAP. All plan areas will need to be considered in the 
context of the wider area or spatial context, such as 
t  larg r urban structure, tran port networks and 
infrastructure, green infrastructure and biodiversity 
and microclimate. 
2.3 Community involvement
Community involvement through structured public 
c nsultation has a key role to play in developing this 
level of understanding of place. 
2.4 Wrocess
This stage should commence as soon as possible 
after the setͲuƉ and conteǆt staŐes.  deƋuate time 
and resources need to b  given to this proce , as
consultation ĨeedďacŬ͕ n ǁ͕ uƉdated or sƉ cialist
studies maǇ taŬe time.
/mƉortantl ͕ this Ɖrocess is iteratiǀe as later staŐes can 
identiĨǇ or uncoǀer neǁ issues and oƉƉortunities. /t 
should also aliŐn ǁith the &Z͕ ^ nd  Ɖroc ses.
This will incl de the following important steps:
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2.5 Scoping
Scoping of the survey and analysis work needs to be 
undertaŬen at the outset.  /t should aƩemƉt to identiĨǇ 
ďroad areas oĨ concern͕ interest or Ɖotential.  These 
should be considered not as separate elements in their 
own right, but as a series of overlapping studies or 
strands.  This steƉ can also ďe aliŐned ǁith screeninŐͬ
scoƉinŐ Ĩor &Z͕ ^ and ͕ as aƉƉroƉriate.
 
 2.6 Studies
The analysis is best broken down into smaller elements, 
ǁhich can ďe tacŬled indiǀiduallǇ.  These miŐht include͕ 
Ĩor eǆamƉle͕ studies oĨ͗
The larger society, economy, environmental   ͻ 
Ͳ issues and oƉƉortunities.
The local community - issues and    ͻ 
asƉirations.
Local character - built and natural heritage.ͻ 
hrďan and landscaƉe Ĩorm or structure.ͻ 
>and use and Ĩunctions.ͻ 
,ousinŐ͕ health and education. ͻ 
mƉloǇment and enterƉrise.ͻ 
Doǀement and transƉort.ͻ 
&lood risŬ͕ hǇdroloŐǇ and ǁater ƋualitǇ.ͻ 
2.7 /nĨormation ŐatherinŐ and  
 gaps
,aǀinŐ estaďlished the scoƉe oĨ ǁorŬ͕ an inĨormation 
inventory and list of available sources should be 
ƉreƉared ;see section ϰ.ϭϬ.ϭ͕ ďeloǁͿ.  ll releǀant 
inĨormation should ďe Őathered and anǇ ŐaƉs should 
ďe identiĮed.  Zeǀieǁ should commence on all releǀant 
inĨormation and siŐniĮcant ŐaƉs should ďe ƉluŐŐed ďǇ 
carrying out or commissioning new research, surveys 
or studies͕ ǁhile aǀoidinŐ duƉlication oĨ eǆistinŐ ǁorŬ. 
there Ɖossiďle͕ eǆistinŐ inĨormation sources͕ such 
as SEA Environmental Reports, Environmental 
/mƉact ^tatements͕ local haďitat studies͕ Ňood risŬ 
manaŐement reƉorts͕ communitǇ Ɖuďlications and 
heritaŐe studies͕ should ďe used.
2.8 &indinŐs
ach studǇ should summarise the main ĮndinŐs and 
the Ɖossiďle imƉlications Ĩor the Ɖlan ǀision͕ ƉrinciƉles 
and strateŐies.  ZelationshiƉs ďetǁeen seƉarate issues 
should ďe identiĮed͕ Ĩor eǆamƉle ǁhere asƉects 
oĨ ďiodiǀersitǇ maǇ oǀerlaƉ ǁith asƉects Ňood risŬ 
manaŐement.  
Again, the studies should overlap with other statutory 
reƋuirements such as ^ and  reƉort ƉreƉaration͕ 
as appropriate.
2.9 Wresentation
/t is essential that analǇsis and ĮndinŐs are Ɖresented 
in a clear and unamďiŐuous ǁaǇ.  triƩen elements 
should be brief and focus on relevant and main aspects 
oĨ character͕  issues and asƉirations.  /Ĩ the analǇsis 
is eǆtensiǀe ďut still ǁorthǇ oĨ Ɖuďlication͕ it maǇ ďe 
aƉƉroƉriate to aƉƉend suƉƉortinŐ material to the >W͕  
ƉreƉare seƉarate addendums or ǁorŬinŐ ƉaƉers.
there Ɖossiďle͕ ŐraƉhics should ďe used to eǆƉress 
the sƉatial asƉects oĨ the analǇsis.  This ǁill Ĩacilitate 
understandinŐ oĨ the Ɖlan.
Ϯ.ϭϬ Zeǀieǁ and reŇection
Wrior to comƉletinŐ this staŐe the Ɖlan team should 
reǀieǁ the Ɖrocess and reŇect on the outcomes. 
/mƉortant Ƌuestions should ďe addressed͗
Has this stage been carried out in a   ͻ 
collaďoratiǀe ǁaǇ͍
,aǀe all siŐniĮcant issues ďeen considered͍ͻ 
Have the studies been completed    ͻ 
satisĨactorilǇ ǁith no siŐniĮcant ŐaƉs in   
knowledge?
re the ĮndinŐs clear and ǁell Ɖresented͍ͻ 
re the relationshiƉs ďetǁeen issues   ͻ 
identiĮed and understood͍
Have other statutory processes been   ͻ 
 successfully integrated?
If necessary, the team should use this step to address 
incomƉlete or unsatisĨactorǇ asƉects oĨ surǀeǇ and 
analǇsis ďeĨore ƉroceedinŐ to the neǆt staŐe oĨ the 
Ɖlan ƉreƉaration Ɖrocess.
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2.11 Techniques
ach oĨ the studies ǁill utilise diīerent techniƋues. 
These should be considered at the earliest possible 
staŐe and should reŇect the nature and comƉleǆitǇ oĨ 
the studǇ or the sƉeciĮc Ɖlan issues.  
Techniques can be broadly categorised as being 
either Ƌualitatiǀe ;measurinŐ or descriďinŐ character 
or ƋualitiesͿ or Ƌuantitatiǀe ;emƉirical or ďased on 
statistical or scientiĮc dataͿ. Dost studies ǁill consist 
of elements of both types, and will typically require a 
miǆ oĨ desŬͲďased and ĮeldͲďased ǁorŬ.  
2.11.1 aƐĞůŝŶĞ ŝŶĨŽrŵaƟŽŶ
/t is essential to Őather all releǀant ďaseline inĨormation 
at the earliest staŐe Ɖossiďle.  This inĨormation 
will generally be held in paper or hard copy or 
electronicallǇ.  aseline inĨormation maǇ ďe disƉersed 
in terms oĨ locations and sources͕ Ĩor eǆamƉle held in 
other sections oĨ >ocal uthorities or in other statutorǇ 
agencies. 
ll releǀant reŐisters and oĸce liďrariesͬĮlinŐ sǇstems 
should ďe reǀieǁed. ll >ocal uthorities  oƉerate '/^ 
and all releǀant ďaseline inĨormation Ĩrom this source 
should ďe collated and eǆamined.  This inĨormation 
maǇ ďe Ɖresented in laǇers andͬor ďǇ theme.
 suitaďle ďase maƉ is an essential startinŐ Ɖoint͕ and 
this should ďe auŐmented ǁhere necessarǇ ďǇ a ϯ 
ďase maƉ and aerial ƉhotoŐraƉhǇ.
2.11.2 YƵaŶƟƚaƟǀĞ ƚĞĐŚŶŝƋƵĞƐ
^ome element oĨ statistical andͬor scientiĮc research 
ǁill need to ďe emƉloǇed in most >Ws. The most 
common techniques for LAPs include:
WoƉulation ƉroĮle and Ɖroũections  ͻ 
;^tatisticalͿ͖
ToƉoŐraƉhǇ͕  landscaƉe Ĩeatures͕ site surǀeǇ ;esŬ͕ ͻ 
ǁalŬoǀer and land surǀeǇͿ͖
>and useͬland oǁnershiƉ surǀeǇs͖ͻ 
Traĸc ƉroĮlinŐ and Ɖroũections͖ͻ 
&lood risŬͬhǇdroloŐǇ assessments͖ͻ 
,aďitat maƉƉinŐ and ǁildliĨe surǀeǇs͖ͻ 
hrďan and landscaƉe structure͖ͻ 
/nĨrastructure and serǀices.ͻ 
These techniques normally provide the basis for 
Ɖredictiǀe modellinŐ or Ɖroũections.
2.11.3 YƵaůŝƚaƟǀĞ ƚĞĐŚŶŝƋƵĞƐ
These techniques focus on aspects of character, 
ƋualitǇ͕  issues and oƉinion. hseĨul techniƋues Ĩor >Ws 
include:
Character and quality – (photographic  ͻ 
studies͕ tissue studies͕ tǇƉical sectionsͿ͖
Visual analysis – photographic and   ͻ 
reƉresentatiǀe͖
ctiǀitǇ and ďehaǀioural surǀeǇs Ͳ ƉostͲ  ͻ 
occuƉancǇ surǀeǇs and eǀaluations͖
ommunitǇ consultation͖ͻ 
Yuestionnaires and interǀieǁs.ͻ 
2.11.4 Issues  
/ssues ǁill ďe identiĮed Ĩrom the analǇsis oĨ the surǀeǇ 
ǁorŬ.  The core issues need to ďe identiĮed͕ and 
this reƋuires some leǀel oĨ consensus.  n eīectiǀe 
means for achieving this is through group working and 
communitǇ consultation.  TechniƋues such as ^tKT 
;^trenŐths͕ teaŬnesses͕ KƉƉortunities and ThreatsͿ 
can ďe useĨul in scoƉinŐ Ɖlan issues. 
/n terms oĨ the sƉatial asƉects oĨ the >W͕  a laǇer analǇsis 
Ͳ  oǀerlaǇinŐ the ǀarious sƉatial analǇsis diaŐrams Ͳ maǇ 
also helƉ to identiĨǇ issues.
Analysis diagrams for Urban Design 
Framework Plan and Guidelines, North 
Main Street, Ballymun
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This LAP was prepared by Waterford City Council in 2008.  A detailed urban design framework plan was developed as 
a base plan for the LAP.  The framework focused on:
reatinŐ a stronŐ and comƉlementarǇ eǆtension to taterĨord itǇ͖ͻ 
The Ɖroǀision oĨ a rich and diǀerse miǆ oĨ uses͖ͻ 
reatinŐ stronŐ character and sense oĨ Ɖlace͖ͻ 
WroǀidinŐ an adaƉtaďle͕ Ǉet coherent urďan structure͖ andͻ 
The creation oĨ ciǀic sƉaces.ͻ 
The sensitiǀitǇ oĨ the site and its strateŐic imƉortance and Ɖrominence in the itǇ reƋuired an inͲdeƉth analǇsis oĨ the 
urban character and fabric of the area, surrounding areas and the city centre.  Urban analysis included:
,istorical deǀeloƉment͖ͻ 
Eatural and ďuilt heritaŐe and microclimate͖ͻ 
hrďan Ĩaďric and Ĩorm includinŐ analǇsis oĨ the urďan ďlocŬ and Ɖlot ƉaƩerns usinŐ tissue studies ;analǇsis  ͻ 
oĨ the shaƉe and dimensions oĨ selected elementsͿ͖
sisual analǇsis oĨ the toƉoŐraƉhǇ͕  streetscaƉes͕ landmarŬs and character areas͖ͻ 
ǆistinŐ land uses and actiǀities͖ͻ 
Doǀement and access ʹ includinŐ eǆistinŐ access and ƉermeaďilitǇ͕  ǁith Ɖarticular emƉhasis on the   ͻ 
ǁalŬinŐ catchments͖ and
Transport.ͻ 
These studies informed the issues, vision and strategy for the LAP.
Analysis of historical 
development of urban 
morphology
Case example 2A
Waterford North Quays – analysing the urban 
fabric
Visual analysis 
inĚicating main ǀieǁs͕ 
ǀistas͕ lanĚmarŬ 
buildings and 
signiĮcant Ĩrontage
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This LAP was prepared by Waterford City Council in 2008.  A detailed urban design framework plan was developed as 
a base plan for the LAP.  The framework focused on:
reatinŐ a stronŐ and comƉlementarǇ eǆtension to taterĨord itǇ͖ͻ 
The Ɖroǀision oĨ a rich and diǀerse miǆ oĨ uses͖ͻ 
reatinŐ stronŐ character and sense oĨ Ɖlace͖ͻ 
WroǀidinŐ an adaƉtaďle͕ Ǉet coherent urďan structure͖ andͻ 
The creation oĨ ciǀic sƉaces.ͻ 
The sensitiǀitǇ oĨ the site and its strateŐic imƉortance and Ɖrominence in the itǇ reƋuired an inͲdeƉth analǇsis oĨ the 
urban character and fabric of the area, surrounding areas and the city centre.  Urban analysis included:
,istorical deǀeloƉment͖ͻ 
Eatural and ďuilt heritaŐe and microclimate͖ͻ 
hrďan Ĩaďric and Ĩorm includinŐ analǇsis oĨ the urďan ďlocŬ and Ɖlot ƉaƩerns usinŐ tissue studies ;analǇsis  ͻ 
oĨ the shaƉe and dimensions oĨ selected elementsͿ͖
sisual analǇsis oĨ the toƉoŐraƉhǇ͕  streetscaƉes͕ landmarŬs and character areas͖ͻ 
ǆistinŐ land uses and actiǀities͖ͻ 
Doǀement and access ʹ includinŐ eǆistinŐ access and ƉermeaďilitǇ͕  ǁith Ɖarticular emƉhasis on the   ͻ 
ǁalŬinŐ catchments͖ and
Transport.ͻ 
These studies informed the issues, vision and strategy for the LAP.
Analysis of historical 
development of urban 
morphology
Case example 2A
Waterford North Quays – analysing the urban 
fabric
Visual analysis 
inĚicating main ǀieǁs͕ 
ǀistas͕ lanĚmarŬ 
buildings and 
signiĮcant Ĩrontage
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Loughmacask
Local  Area P lan
Adopted 14 April 2008
Map 2 Movement Strategy and 
Open Space
Scale 1:10000 on A3
The LAP for Loughmacask was adopted jointly by Kilkenny Borough Council and  Kilkenny County Council in 2008.  The 
>ouŐhmacasŬ area is an undeǀeloƉed suďurďan location ǁest oĨ <ilŬennǇ itǇ.  /t ǁas recoŐnised ďǇ the ũoint ountǇ 
Councils that the development of the area would require a detailed and coordinated planning and development 
ĨrameǁorŬ as an inteŐral Ɖart oĨ the >W͕  ǁhich has a distinctiǀe landscaƉe character.  The Wlan includes a comƉrehensiǀe 
analǇsis oĨ the Ĩorm and character oĨ the landscaƉe.  /t identiĮes asƉects oĨ Ɖarticular imƉortance such as͗
Landscape character and views;ͻ 
Topography;ͻ 
&ield ƉaƩerns and ďoundaries͖ͻ 
Prominent tree groups;ͻ 
Geology and hydrology; andͻ 
Biodiversity.ͻ 
This analǇsis ǁas ďrouŐht Ĩorǁard to later staŐes oĨ the Ɖlan and inĨormed the decisions reŐardinŐ location͕ laǇout and 
character of the proposed development.
Case example 2B
Loughmacask – the importance of the 
landscape 
dŚe KƉen SƉace anĚ 
Doǀement StrategǇ
Loughmacask
Local  Area P lan
Adopted 14 April 2008
Map 2 Movement Strategy and 
Open Space
Scale 1:10000 on A3
28
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/llustratiǀe ǀision Ĩor a neǁ ciǀic anĚ communitǇ Ĩocal sƉace to serǀe &assaroe͕ raǇ
dŚe Ɖlan sŚoulĚ be guiĚeĚ bǇ an agreeĚ ǀision oĨ ǁŚat 
tŚe Ɖlace ǁill be liŬe͘ dŚe ǀision sŚoulĚ be inĨormeĚ bǇ a 
tŚorougŚ unĚerstanĚing oĨ tŚe Ɖlace͕ establisŚeĚ tŚrougŚ 
consultation anĚ unĚerƉinneĚ bǇ a set oĨ core ƉrinciƉles Ĩor 
its ĚeǀeloƉment͘
35 of x
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3.1 Importance of vision and  
 principles
The vision is the aim or goal of the plan. It embodies a 
strategy for the future of the place. The vision can be 
eǆƉressed in diīerent ǁaǇs͗ as a mission statement͕ a 
narratiǀe that encaƉsulates some desired Ƌualities or 
characteristics͕ a set oĨ Őoals or more sƉeciĮc tarŐets.
The vision should be aligned with the core strategy 
and supported by proper planning and sustainable 
development principles.
The ǀision and ƉrinciƉles toŐether articulate the 
sǇnerŐǇ ďetǁeen the communitǇ s͛ asƉirations Ĩor the 
Ɖlace and ǁhat is Ĩeasiďle͗ its desired characteristics 
and Ƌualities͖ hoǁ theǇ can ďe achieǀed͖ ǁho ǁill taŬe 
resƉonsiďilitǇ Ĩor achieǀinŐ them and hoǁ.
The ǀision ǁill not remain static ďecause as ƉroŐress 
toǁards Őoals is made͕ the ͚horiǌon͛ ahead continuallǇ 
shifts. ThereĨore͕ Ɖroǀision should ďe alloǁed to reͲ
visit the vision at a later date.
Agreeing a vision for the 
Balbriggan  Public Realm 
Plan, 2010
3.2 Agreeing a vision
It is important that a shared vision is developed 
because it will form the basis for consensus building, 
Őuide the Ɖlan strateŐies and͕ ultimatelǇ͕  determine 
the character and ƋualitǇ oĨ Ĩuture deǀeloƉment.
3.3 Wuďlic consultation
Community and stakeholder involvement via structured 
Ɖuďlic consultation has a ŬeǇ role to ƉlaǇ in estaďlishinŐ 
an aŐreed ǀision Ĩor the area as detailed in ^ection ii oĨ 
the Manual.
3.4 Establishing principles for  
 development
The ǀision should ďe amƉliĮed ďǇ sound ƉlanninŐ 
principles. These should be rooted in proper planning 
and sustainable development, but tailored to support 
the realisation oĨ the aŐreed ǀision and to Ɖroǀide a 
linŬ ďetǁeen the ǀision and more ƉlaceͲsƉeciĮc Ɖlan 
strateŐies and oďũectiǀes.
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Examples of 
sketches and 
ǀisualisation
3.5 laďoratinŐ the ǀision and  
 guiding the strategy
The plan strategies should be informed by an 
understanding of the place and generated by the 
agreed vision of how the place will work in the future: 
how it will look and feel, how people will use it and 
hoǁ it ǁill ďe diīerent Ĩrom other Ɖlaces.
oinŐ so ǁill helƉ to ensure that the strateŐies͗
re Őuided ďǇ Ƌualitatiǀe considerations͖ͻ 
/nteŐrate themes in an holistic manner͖ͻ 
re sƉatiallǇ oriented͖ andͻ 
haracter driǀen.ͻ 
3.6 WresentinŐ the ǀision
The aŐreed ǀision should ďe articulated clearlǇ and 
succinctly using plain non-technical language and 
should be elaborated by means of images and/or 
diagrams and sketches that illustrate the character 
or Ƌualities oĨ the Ɖlace that the Ɖlan is seeŬinŐ to 
achieǀe. This can also helƉ to reduce the amount oĨ 
teǆt that is needed to eǆƉlain the intent oĨ the Ɖlan͕ 
maŬinŐ it easier to read and understand.
iaŐrams in Ϯd or ϯd can helƉ to eǆƉlain ideas 
ǁhereas ƉhotoŐraƉhs can hiŐhliŐht sƉecial Ƌualities or 
standards. ^ uch ͚ mood͛ tǇƉe imaŐes should ďe selected 
careĨullǇ to aǀoid toŬenistic reĨerences that maǇ 
imƉart a misleadinŐ imƉression oĨ ǁhat is realisticallǇ 
achieǀaďle in a Őiǀen location.
ϯϳ oĨ ǆ
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Case example 3A
>iďertiesͬoomďe͕ uďlin ʹ ǀision throuŐh 
consultation
The >iďertiesͬoomďe >ocal rea Wlan ǁas ƉreƉared ďǇ uďlin itǇ ouncil in ϮϬϬϴ.  The >iďertiesͬoomďe area is an 
historic Ɖrecinct located in the ǁestern seŐment oĨ uďlin s͛ inner citǇ.  The area comƉrises a land area oĨ aƉƉroǆimatelǇ 
ϭϯϲha ǁith a ƉoƉulation oĨ aƉƉroǆimatelǇ ϭϯ͕ϬϬϬ.  The ƉurƉose oĨ the Ɖlan is to manaŐe a siŐniĮcant leǀel oĨ chanŐe 
proposed for future development in a way that recognises and respects the historic character of the area, while also 
ƉromotinŐ ďest Ɖractice sustainaďle urďan ƉlanninŐ.  
The >W enǀisaŐes that the area ǁill deǀeloƉ as an eǆcitinŐ͕ aƩractiǀe and liǀeaďle citǇ Ƌuarter that ǁill contriďute 
to the economic ƉrosƉeritǇ and social success oĨ the citǇ and the nation. KĨ the manǇ detailed elements oĨ this >W͕  
the ǀision and ƉrinciƉles element stands out.  /t is also a ͚standͲout͛ eǆamƉle oĨ deǀeloƉinŐ a ǀision throuŐh Ɖuďlic 
consultation. 
The ϮϬϮϬ sision Ĩor the >iďerties shoǁs asƉirations Ĩor the Ĩuture deǀeloƉment oĨ the area.  The sision is Ɖresented 
usinŐ clear ŐraƉhics and suƉƉortinŐ teǆt to shoǁ details oĨ hoǁ the area ǁill deǀeloƉ iĨ the ideas͕ recommendations 
and Őuidelines ƉroƉosed in the draft >W are imƉlemented. 
The ǀision is to ďe deliǀered throuŐh the realisation oĨ a deǀeloƉment strateŐǇ Ĩor the Ɖrecinct as a ǁhole and a 
series oĨ detailed oďũectiǀes estaďlished Ĩor eiŐht character areas.  The deǀeloƉment strateŐǇ is deǀeloƉed around siǆ 
themes͗ conomic͕ ^ocial͕ ultural͖ ^Ɖatial and hrďan &orm͖ Doǀement and ^ustainaďilitǇ.
 comƉrehensiǀe Ɖrocess oĨ communitǇ enŐaŐement and Ɖuďlic consultation underƉinned the deǀeloƉment oĨ the 
sision Ĩor the area.  This Ɖrocess culminated in a ommunitǇ WlanninŐ teeŬend and a Ɖuďlic Ɖresentation oĨ the 
ommunitǇ sision Ĩor the >iďerties͕ ǁhich ǁas documented in the ͚>iďerties ommunitǇ WlanninŐ ZeƉort .͛  
<eǇ outcomes included the estaďlishment oĨ the >iďerties Wuďlic &orum and Įǀe seƉarate &ocus 'rouƉs.  The role 
oĨ the &orum ǁas to Ɖroǀide comment on emerŐinŐ ƉroƉosals Ĩor the draft >W.   &ocus 'rouƉs ƉarticiƉated in the 
deǀeloƉment oĨ action Ɖlans Ĩor ŬeǇ asƉects oĨ the ƉroƉosed reŐeneration includinŐ ďuilt heritaŐe͕ enǀironmental 
sustainaďilitǇ͕  arts and culture͕ sƉorts and leisure͕ and ďiodiǀersitǇ and oƉen sƉace.  
The ƉreƉaration oĨ the draft >W ǁas suƉƉorted ďǇ a communication strateŐǇ͕  driǀen ďǇ the local communitǇ. 
The strateŐǇ included the Ɖroduction oĨ neǁsleƩers and a Ɖroũect ǁeďsite to Ɖroǀide inĨormation to the ǁider 
communitǇ.
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The Liberties -  Local Area Plan 11
ǆtract Ĩrom tŚe LAP 
͞sision aerial looŬing 
ǁest͟ 
Agreeing a ǀision Ĩor tŚe Liberties Local Area Plan͕ ublin 
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Case example 3B
Phibsborough/Mountjoy – vision for a 
sustainable urban village
The Phibsborough/Mountjoy Plan was prepared and adopted by Dublin City Council in 2008.  The plan represented a 
close collaďoration ďetǁeen the itǇ ouncil͕ elected memďers and local communities.  The WhiďsďorouŐhͬDountũoǇ 
area ǁill underŐo siŐniĮcant Ĩuture chanŐe ǁith the Ɖlanned redeǀeloƉment oĨ a numďer oĨ siŐniĮcant sites and the 
Ɖlanned introduction oĨ neǁ Ɖuďlic transƉort schemes ;Detro Eorth and >uas >ine Ϳ.  The ƉurƉose oĨ the >W is to 
Ɖlan and direct the Ĩuture deǀeloƉment oĨ this area as a ƋualitǇ urďan neiŐhďourhood.
Vision
The >W sets out a clear ǀision Ĩor the reŐeneration oĨ the area as a sustainaďle͕ inteŐrated urďan ǀillaŐe͕ includinŐ 
the identiĮcation oĨ ϭϲ characteristics underƉinninŐ the urďan ǀillaŐe conceƉt.  The ǀision is elaďorated throuŐh 
the ƉreƉaration oĨ a comƉrehensiǀe deǀeloƉment strateŐǇ ǁhich details oďũectiǀes Ĩor imƉortant asƉects oĨ Ĩuture 
development including housing and land use, transport, community needs, urban structure and form, public spaces, 
enǀironmental sustainaďilitǇ and site ĨrameǁorŬs Ĩor ŬeǇ deǀeloƉment sites. 
The deǀeloƉment oĨ the ǀision ǁas underƉinned ďǇ a comƉrehensiǀe Ɖuďlic consultation Ɖrocess͕ ǁhich is ƉerhaƉs 
one oĨ the reasons ǁhǇ the ǀision and ƉrinciƉles asƉects oĨ the >W are ƉarticularlǇ ǁell considered and elaďorated. 
n eǆtensiǀe Ɖrocess oĨ ƉreͲdraft Ɖuďlic consultation included initial Ɖresentations to local residents ŐrouƉs͕ meetinŐs 
ǁith ŬeǇ staŬeholder and communitǇ ŐrouƉs͕ ƉostinŐ oĨ Ɖroũect inĨormation on uďlin itǇ ouncil ǁeďsite͕ Ɖuďlic 
oƉen daǇs and the ƉreƉaration oĨ a Ɖuďlic consultation reƉort.
Integrated Strategy
Building on the plan vision, the Local Area Plan sets out an integrated strategy for the coherent development of the 
area.  There are Ĩour main elements in the deǀeloƉment strateŐǇ͗ a hierarchǇ oĨ oƉen sƉaces͕ inteŐrated transƉort 
sǇstems͕ miǆedͲuse and local serǀices and Ĩacilities.  The ŬeǇ deǀeloƉment sites are set ǁithin these elements oĨ the 
strategy.
/mƉortantlǇ͕  the  strateŐǇ is Ɖresented in a simƉle and easǇ to understand Ĩormat.  This alloǁs all readers to aƉƉreciate 
the most  imƉortant asƉects oĨ the >W.    The deǀeloƉment strateŐǇ is elaďorated in more detail in the ĨolloǁinŐ >ocal 
^ite &rameǁorŬ ^trateŐies.
Sketch of main concepts underpinning the LAP
3D sketch of proposals
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Strategies encaƉsulate a set oĨ Ɖolicies͕ obũectiǀes or actions͕ 
ǁŚicŚ aim to aĚĚress issues oǀer tŚe sŚort͕ meĚium anĚ 
long terms͘  LAP strategies are generallǇ ƉlaceͲsƉeciĮc͕ anĚ 
sƉatiallǇ orienteĚ͘   dŚeǇ sŚoulĚ be ĚeriǀeĚ Ĩrom tŚe ǀision 
anĚ ƉrinciƉles oĨ tŚe Ɖlan anĚ sŚoulĚ ƉroǀiĚe tŚe ĨrameǁorŬ 
Ĩor tŚe ĚetaileĚ guiĚance anĚ imƉlementation asƉects oĨ 
tŚe LAP͘   Strategies maǇ also be ƉresenteĚ as ĚeǀeloƉment 
ĨrameǁorŬs or conceƉts͘
38
4.1 What are strategies?
^trateŐies encaƉsulate a set oĨ Ɖolicies͕ oďũectiǀes or 
actions͕ ǁhich aim to address issues oǀer the short͕ 
medium and lonŐ terms.  >W strateŐies are ŐenerallǇ 
ƉlaceͲsƉeciĮc͕ and are sƉatiallǇ oriented.   TheǇ should 
be derived from the vision and principles of the plan 
and should provide the framework for the detailed 
Őuidance and imƉlementation asƉects oĨ the >W. 
Strategies may also be presented as development 
ĨrameǁorŬs or conceƉts.
In summary the strategies must:
Zeǀeal the essence oĨ the >W.ͻ 
e selectiǀe oĨ inĨormation Ɖresented.ͻ 
e clear and concise.ͻ 
hse ǁords and ŐraƉhics eīectiǀelǇ.ͻ 
4.2 Wrocess and reƋuirements 
The strateŐies staŐe in the ƉlanͲƉreƉaration Ɖrocess 
commences after the ǀision and ƉrinciƉles haǀe ďeen 
aŐreed.  tithin the strateŐies staŐe there are a numďer 
of important steps to be undertaken:
/nǀestiŐatinŐ the ranŐe and nature oĨ the   ͻ 
strategies.
WreƉarinŐ ƉreliminarǇ alternatiǀe strateŐies   ͻ 
;in conũunction ǁith ^ Ɖrocess͕ iĨ   
appropriate).
ǀaluatinŐ and choosinŐ the ƉreĨerred   ͻ 
strategies.
eǀeloƉinŐ the ŬeǇ strateŐies.ͻ 
Bringing the strategies together in an   ͻ 
inteŐrated ĨrameǁorŬ.
ZeǀieǁinŐ and reŇectinŐ on the staŐe oĨ the  ͻ 
process.
The best way to advance strategies is to work 
in consultation ǁith ŬeǇ staŬeholders and the 
communitǇ.  
The strateŐǇ asƉects oĨ the >W should ĨulĮl imƉortant 
aspects of the statutory requirements for local area 
planning, including core strategy and aspects of social 
communitǇ and ďuilt Ĩorm oďũectiǀes.
4.3 /nǀestiŐatinŐ strateŐies
s each Ɖlace Ɖresents uniƋue issues and oƉƉortunities͕ 
the range and nature of strategies is likely to be 
uniƋue in each >W area. hoosinŐ a small numďer oĨ 
strategies will help to ensure that the LAP is workable 
and understandaďle.  The inǀestiŐation oĨ the ranŐe oĨ 
the strateŐies ǁill ďeneĮt ŐreatlǇ Ĩrom the inƉut oĨ the 
communitǇ͕  ŬeǇ staŬeholders and ŬeǇ oĸcials Ĩrom the 
WlanninŐ uthoritǇ.  The ǁorŬshoƉ is an ideal Ĩorum Ĩor 
this. 
4.4 WreliminarǇ͕  alternatiǀe Ɖlan  
 strategies
,aǀinŐ inǀestiŐated and decided on the ranŐe oĨ 
strategies to be pursued, it will be important to set out 
ƉreliminarǇ alternatiǀes ǁithin this ranŐe͕ Ĩor eǆamƉle͕ 
if a public transport strategy is considered necessary 
then ƉreliminarǇ͕  alternatiǀe Ɖuďlic transƉort strateŐies 
should ďe ƉreƉared.
The ƉreliminarǇ͕  alternatiǀe strateŐies ǁill ďe Ɖroǀided 
in outline͕ normallǇ consistinŐ oĨ a ďrieĨ descriƉtion 
and a ďasic sƉatial diaŐram. This is Őood Ɖractice eǀen 
if LAPs are sub-threshold or do not warrant full SEA 
nǀironmental ZeƉorts.  
WreliminarǇ͕  alternatiǀe strateŐies should ďe ďroadlǇ 
consistent ǁith the ore ^trateŐǇ ;^ee section ϯ.ϰͿ.
Preliminary strategies should be generated to a level 
oĨ detail ǁhere clear diīerences can ďe identiĮed 
ďetǁeen alternatiǀes and ǁhere a ƉreliminarǇ 
assessment oĨ the nature͕ eǆtent͕ Ƌuantum and 
liŬelǇ enǀironmental eīects ;ǁhere ^ is reƋuiredͿ 
can ďe  made.  WreliminarǇ alternatiǀes maǇ͕  Ĩor 
eǆamƉle͕ relate to the nature or direction oĨ Őroǁth͕ 
development of physical infrastructure such as roads, 
aǀenues or streets.   thile the ranŐe oĨ alternatiǀes 
for LAP strategies may be limited by higher-level plans, 
it should ďe Ɖossiďle to consider alternatiǀe urďan 
and landscaƉe structures͕ densities and land uses 
ǁithin these constraints.  hnstructured͕ Ɖiecemeal 
deǀeloƉment maǇ ďe considered as an alternatiǀe to 
an unrealistic ͚oͲnothinŐ͛ scenario.
4.5 ǀaluatinŐ ƉreliminarǇ͕    
 alternatiǀe strateŐies
The strategies should be evaluated at a high level on 
the basis of:
Consistency with higher-level plans and the   ͻ 
Core Strategy,
The >W ǀision and ƉrinciƉles͖ͻ 
The liŬelǇ deǀeloƉment caƉacitǇ or Ǉield͖ͻ 
>iŬelǇ enǀironmental eīects ;/n conũunction   ͻ 
ǁith ^ ƉrocessͿ.
The ƉreĨerred alternatiǀes should Ɖroǀide the ďest 
Įt ǁith these considerations and should then ďe 
deǀeloƉed into the ŬeǇ >W strateŐies.  
This staŐe oĨ the Ɖrocess ǁill also ďeneĮt Ĩrom the 
input of the community, key stakeholders and key 
oĸcials Ĩrom the WlanninŐ uthoritǇ.  
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aŶĚ ƉrŝŶĐŝƉůĞƐͿ
Workshop
Workshop
Teamwork
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Teamwork
Teamwork
This diagram shows a typical strategy stage for local area 
Ɖlan ƉreƉaration͘  dŚis is crucial stage in Ɖroũect Ɖlanning 
management͘  
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4.6 Key strategies
The range of strategies and level of detail will depend on 
the issues͕ oƉƉortunities and comƉleǆities oĨ the Ɖlace. 
<eǇ strateŐies must ďe succinct͕ selectiǀe in terms oĨ 
ƉresentinŐ essentials͕ use ŐraƉhics͕ ǁhere these can 
ďeƩer eǆƉlain sƉatial asƉects͕ and ďe clear and concise 
Ĩor all Ɖlan users.  thile there is no shortlist Ĩor ŬeǇ 
strateŐies͕ as a minimum͕ WlanninŐ uthorities should 
ensure that the following aspects are addressed:
haracter and heritaŐe͖ͻ 
sitalitǇ and diǀersitǇ͖ͻ 
ommunitǇ and housinŐ͖ͻ 
hrďan and landscaƉe structure͖ͻ 
Doǀement and transƉort͖ͻ 
nerŐǇ and climate͖ͻ 
/nĨrastructure and serǀices.ͻ 
4.6.1 Character and heritage
Building on an area’s character and heritage is an 
imƉortant startinŐ Ɖoint.  ^trateŐies Ĩor character and 
heritaŐe should ďe ďased on issues and oƉƉortunities 
identiĮed in the urďan and landscaƉe analǇsis and the 
ǀision and ƉrinciƉles staŐes.  ^trateŐies Ĩor character 
and heritage should aim to:
reate or imƉroǀe distinctiǀe͕ local   ͻ 
character and identitǇ͖
Protect and enhance natural heritage   ͻ 
;incorƉoratinŐ anǇ Eatura ϮϬϬϬ    
sites or other statutorǇ desiŐnations͕   
such as͕ Eational ,eritaŐe reas    
or >andscaƉe onserǀation reasͿ͖
Protect and enhance built heritage and   ͻ 
archaeoloŐǇ ;incorƉoratinŐ desiŐnations   
such as Protected Structures, Record of   
Monuments and Places, Architectural   
onserǀation reas͕ etc.Ϳ͖ 
Wrotect͕ enhance and enrich siŐniĮcant͕   ͻ 
local cultural identitǇ such as associations͕   
Ĩestiǀals͕ actiǀities͕ customs and Ɖractices͖   
and
Protect landscape or urban areas of   ͻ 
recognised quality (Landscape character   
areas͕ rchitectural character areas͕ etc.Ϳ.
4.6.2 Vitality and diversity
In the longer term, an area’s success as a place will be 
determined by its vitality and its ability to change over 
time.   ŬeǇ element in ensurinŐ ǀitalitǇ is to Ɖroǀide a 
ranŐe and diǀersitǇ oĨ uses͕ actiǀities and ďuilt Ĩorm. 
Strategies should aim to:
 
^et out a ďasic conceƉt oĨ the Ĩunction and   ͻ 
ƉurƉose oĨ Ɖlaces͖
ZeinĨorce local Ĩunctions ďǇ ensurinŐ the   ͻ 
riŐht miǆ oĨ uses and actiǀities across the   
Ɖlan area and ǁithin Ɖarts oĨ the Ɖlan area͖
&ullǇ oƉtimise or deǀeloƉ strenŐths or   ͻ 
oƉƉortunities ǁithin the local economǇ͕  Ĩor   
eǆamƉle local enterƉrise͕ aŐriͲďusiness͕   
ŬnoǁledŐe or creatiǀe netǁorŬs͖
Comply with, and reinforce, the Retail   ͻ 
^trateŐǇ͖
/nĨorm and reinĨorce the eǆistinŐ or desired   ͻ 
sƉatial structure ǁith the aƉƉroƉriate land   
uses͖
Wromote a close relationshiƉ ďetǁeen   ͻ 
liǀinŐ and ǁorŬinŐ͕ throuŐh close͕ sƉatial   
relationshiƉs and ďuiltͲin adaƉtaďilitǇ to   
alloǁ Ĩor miǆedͲuses oĨ ďlocŬs͕ Ɖlots and   
ďuildinŐs. 
nsure comƉatiďle miǆ oĨ uses.ͻ 
4.6.3 Community and housing
>Ws should set out the the conditions needed Ĩor 
healthǇ and ǀiďrant communities.  The >ocal rea 
Plan has an important role to play in addressing the 
concerns and asƉirations oĨ the communitǇ.  The issues 
that aīect communities are manǇ and maǇ ǀarǇ Ĩrom 
Ɖlace to Ɖlace.   This means that their inǀolǀement 
in deĮninŐ issues and oƉƉortunities and shaƉinŐ the 
ǀision͕ ƉrinciƉles and strateŐies is essential.  /n Ɖractice 
strategy should aim to:
ddress educational needs and asƉirations.ͻ 
Carefully balance housing need with supply   ͻ 
at the local leǀel.
Address community housing needs and   ͻ 
asƉirations.
ϰϲ oĨ ǆ
Place strategy Strategic Housing
A p ;•
at •
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Address local health and well-being.ͻ 
Promote shared social and community   ͻ 
inĨrastructure͕ Ĩor eǆamƉle multiͲĨunctional   
communitǇ centres ƉroǀidinŐ Ĩor education͕  
health and recreation needs.
Eeeds oĨ those ǁith disaďilities͕ older   ͻ 
people and children.
Provide for new or improved local services   ͻ 
and Ĩacilities to meet local needs.
Provide a healthy, walkable and pleasant   ͻ 
enǀironment ǁhere social interaction can   
Ňourish.
Have regard to Departmental Guidelines   ͻ 
and ode oĨ Wractice Ĩor Ɖroǀision and   
standards for  primary and secondary   
schools.
4.6.4 Urban and landscape structure and form
oherent and distinctiǀe sƉatial strateŐies Ɖroǀide the 
ĨrameǁorŬ on ǁhich the character͕  ĨunctionalitǇ and 
vitality of a place is realised.  In recent years, greater 
emphasis has been placed on landscape and urban 
structure as a central element of local area planning. 
Strategies for urban and landscape structure should 
aim to:
Ensure high levels of access, permeability   ͻ 
and connections Ĩor ƉrioritǇ users such as   
pedestrians, cyclists and public transport.
reate or enhance a distinctiǀe hierarchǇ oĨ   ͻ 
streets, spaces and landscape within an   
integrated structure.
Provide legible and imageable places and   ͻ 
spaces.
Integrate elements of landscape,    ͻ 
biodiversity and the natural heritage within   
a green infrastructure.
reate or reinĨorce the Ɖlace and Ĩunction   ͻ 
strategy.
Provide for urban blocks and built form   ͻ 
;scale and densitǇͿ ǁhich reŇect Ɖlace and   
Ĩunction͖ and
Address issues of urban block type and   ͻ 
building scale.
4.6.5 Movement and transport
The movement strategy will both inform and reinforce 
other key strategies.   The movement strategy should 
aim to:
Ensure priority for pedestrians, cyclists and   ͻ 
public transport.
Integrate with the urban and landscape   ͻ 
structure.
Set out the nature and hierarchies of public   ͻ 
transport.
KƉtimise areas oĨ hiŐh accessiďilitǇ to Ɖuďlic  ͻ 
transport in terms of density and intensity   
of use.
Promote shared, safe movement routes for   ͻ 
all users and aǀoid duƉlication or seƉaration  
of main movement routes.
^et out the Őeneral moǀement Ĩunction   ͻ 
of routes and spaces within the route   
hierarchy.
4.6.6 Energy and micro-climate
The conserǀation and sustainaďle use oĨ enerŐǇ is a core 
concern oĨ urďan ƉlanninŐ. The sƉatial asƉects oĨ other 
ŬeǇ strateŐies should Ɖromote enerŐǇ conserǀation. 
The strategy should address:
Sustainable transport.ͻ 
ZeducinŐ enerŐǇ consumƉtion throuŐh   ͻ 
heatinŐ oĨ ďuildinŐs.
ZeducinŐ consumƉtion oĨ enerŐǇ Ĩor   ͻ 
business and enterprise or community/civic   
uses.
Reducing energy demand from local   ͻ 
serǀices and inĨrastructure͖
Sourcing of green energy locally or   ͻ 
elsewhere.
lternatiǀe enerŐǇ and Őreen    ͻ 
energy sources, such as area/district heat   
and Ɖoǁer or ǁaste to enerŐǇ Ĩacilities. 
Energy strategy should also address local microclimates 
and the Ɖotential to ameliorate asƉects ǁhich maǇ 
imƉact on enerŐǇ consumƉtion or eǀen ƋualitǇ or 
comfort of open spaces.  Aspects which should be 
addressed include:
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The location oĨ deǀeloƉment ʹ ǁorŬinŐ ǁith  ͻ 
the eǆistinŐ landscaƉe and aǀoidinŐ eǆƉosed  
areas.
'aininŐ shelter Ĩrom eǆistinŐ or structured   ͻ 
landscaƉe and ƉlantinŐ.
Urban structure, aspect and solar    ͻ 
orientation.
Dore detailed asƉects͕ or sƉeciĮc Ɖroũects Ĩor the 
energy and microclimate strategy should be included 
in the etailed 'uidance section oĨ the >W.
4.6.7 Infrastructure and services
 ŬeǇ concern Ĩor local area ƉlanninŐ is the timelǇ 
delivery of services and infrastructure to match the 
delivery of development, and the need to address 
anǇ eǆistinŐ deĮcits.  ommunitǇ inĨrastructure is an 
important part of the local infrastructure (addressed 
aďoǀeͿ.  /t is essential that the strateŐǇ Ĩor inĨrastructure 
addresses:
The nature and scope of key infrastructure   ͻ 
and serǀices.
The relationshiƉ ďetǁeen elements oĨ ŬeǇ   ͻ 
inĨrastructure and serǀices and Ɖarticular   
areas or Ɖhases oĨ deǀeloƉment.
The nature of streets and urban spaces   ͻ 
;reĨer to other ŬeǇ strateŐies aďoǀeͿ.
^ustainaďle enerŐǇ͕  Őas͕ electricitǇ͕  etc.ͻ 
Sustainable urban drainage systems and the  ͻ 
landscaƉe structure.
^ustainaďle ǁaste manaŐement.ͻ 
Sustainable water supply and water   ͻ 
conserǀation.
Where possible, the aspects of the strategy should be 
shoǁn in a sƉatial conteǆt and should reinĨorce the 
urďan and landscaƉe structures.
ϰ.ϳ rinŐinŐ the strateŐies   
 together – an    
 integrated framework
Where the plan area relates to a single urban area or 
part of an urban area, an integrated framework plan 
should ďe ƉreƉared to ďrinŐ toŐether the sƉatial asƉects 
oĨ the strateŐies.  The leǀel oĨ detail ǁill ǀarǇ Ĩrom Ɖlan 
to  Ɖlan.   /t should Ɖroǀide a Őood indication oĨ the 
future nature and character of the place, whether it is 
to ďe created͕ chanŐed or imƉroǀed.
Abstract land use maps with vague symbols are not 
suitaďle or acceƉtaďle͕ as theǇ Ɖroǀide liƩle or no 
indication oĨ the liŬelǇ nature or character oĨ Ĩuture 
deǀeloƉment.
Frameworks should be presented in two and three 
dimensions.  This ǁill Ɖroǀide Őreater certaintǇ in 
terms oĨ Įnal deǀeloƉment outcomes and it ǁill alloǁ 
a greater understanding of the likely built form for 
all Ɖlan users͕ ƉarticularlǇ the local communitǇ.  The 
framework should, at minimum, show the primary 
elements of the urban and landscape structure for the 
area and imƉortant relationshiƉs to surroundinŐ areas͕ 
including:
^treets and sƉaces.ͻ 
/ndicatiǀe urďan ďlocŬs.ͻ 
KƉen sƉace and landscaƉe.ͻ 
/ndicatiǀe ĨrontaŐe and massinŐ.ͻ 
ϰ.ϴ Zeǀieǁ and reŇection
Wrior to comƉletinŐ this staŐe the Ɖlan ƉreƉaration 
team should reǀieǁ the steƉs and outcomes. /mƉortant 
Ƌuestions should ďe addressed͗
ϰϴ oĨ ǆ
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Has this stage been carried out in a   ͻ 
collaďoratiǀe ǁaǇ͍
Have preliminary strategies been    ͻ 
adequately formulated and considered?
o the strateŐies address the Ɖlan issues͍ͻ 
o the strateŐies eīectiǀelǇ elaďorate the   ͻ 
plan vision and principles?
re the strateŐies realistic and realisaďle͍ͻ 
re the strateŐies eǆƉlicit ǁhere reƋuired   ͻ 
andͬor Ňeǆiďle ǁhere reƋuired͍
Are the strategies well presented and   ͻ 
understandable?
oes the inteŐrated ĨrameǁorŬ            ͻ 
eīectiǀelǇ ďrinŐ toŐether the sƉatial asƉects  
of the strategies?
If necessary, the team should use this step to address 
incomƉlete or unsatisĨactorǇ asƉects oĨ the strateŐies 
ďeĨore ƉroceedinŐ to the neǆt staŐe oĨ the Ɖlan 
ƉreƉaration Ɖrocess.
ϰ.ϵ etailed Őuidance
^ome actions or oďũectiǀes identiĮed in the strateŐies 
staŐe maǇ reƋuire more detailed Őuidance. /t is ďeƩer 
to set these out in a detailed Őuidance section͕ so as to 
ensure the strateŐies remain clear and concise. 
ϰ.ϭϬ TechniƋues 
First and foremost, techniques must ensure that the LAP 
strategies are well-informed and strongly supported by 
eǀidence oĨ diīerent Ŭinds and Ĩrom diīerent sources. 
 ranŐe oĨ techniƋues can ďe emƉloǇed.
4.10.1 aƐŝĐ ƐƉaƟaů rĞƉrĞƐĞŶƚaƟŽŶƐ
The ƉrinciƉal techniƋue ǁill ďe conceƉt reƉresentations 
Ĩor sƉatial strateŐies.  These ǁill ďe suƉƉorted ďǇ 
concise and succinct ǁriƩen statements.  'raƉhical 
reƉresentations must relate to location and local 
Ĩeatures and could include ďasic line diaŐrams͕ notation 
or ͞ďloďs and arroǁs͟ tǇƉe diaŐrams.  
'raƉhical reƉresentations ǁill reƋuire Őood ďase 
maƉƉinŐ͕ ǁhich includes onlǇ releǀant maƉ detail. 
The ŐraƉhics ǁill also need to shoǁ a clear distinction 
ďetǁeen eǆistinŐ and Ɖlanned deǀeloƉment and 
Ĩeatures.
4.10.2 dŚĞ ŝŶƚĞŐraƚĞĚ ĨraŵĞǁŽrŬ ƉůaŶ 
This framework should be an area-wide plan,  presented 
in tǁo and three dimensions.  The ĨrameǁorŬ must͗
Adequately represent the nature and   ͻ 
intended character oĨ the Ɖlace͖
Give greater certainty to the planning   ͻ 
authority, community, developers and other  
stakeholders in terms of development   
outcomes͖
Wroǀide enouŐh ŇeǆiďilitǇ ;͚looseͲĮt͛Ϳ to   ͻ 
allow for diversity of uses and built form   
within the overall framework over the   
liĨetime oĨ the Ɖlan and ďeǇond.
The level of detail of the framework(s) will depend 
on the siǌe and comƉleǆitǇ oĨ the Ɖlan area and its 
issues and oƉƉortunities. ,oǁeǀer͕  the ĨrameǁorŬ 
should normallǇ Ɖroǀide a ͚stronŐ Įǆ͛ Ĩor the ƉrimarǇ 
aspects of landscape and urban structure, physical 
and communitǇ inĨrastructure.  /t maǇ alloǁ Ĩor some 
deŐree oĨ ŇeǆiďilitǇ in relation to secondarǇ or more 
detailed asƉects oĨ the >W.
4.10.3 YƵaŶƟƚaƟǀĞ ƚĞĐŚŶŝƋƵĞƐ
Development capacity
The framework will enable a more accurate 
assessment oĨ deǀeloƉment caƉacitǇ.  aƉacitǇ studies 
should indicate a broad range for development and 
ƉoƉulation.  These studies maǇ also indicate that Ɖarts 
of the plan area are not required in the short term 
for development, or they may show that the area 
cannot deliver the amount or type of development 
eǆƉected.  /n estaďlishinŐ deǀeloƉment caƉacitǇ it ǁill 
be important to:
Establish the range and breakdown of land   ͻ 
uses͖
^et out indicatiǀe densities Ĩor each use tǇƉe͕ ͻ 
ďased on the location oĨ the use ǁithin the Ɖlan 
area͖
^et out indicatiǀe occuƉancǇ rates Ĩor housinŐ and ͻ 
commercial deǀeloƉment͖
staďlish oǀerall͕ indicatiǀe ƉoƉulation Ǉieldsͬͻ 
tarŐets.
Housing
Housing demand and supply will need to be matched 
careĨullǇ at the local leǀel.  The ,ousinŐ ^trateŐǇ 
and ore ^trateŐǇ ǁill set out the ďroad Ƌuantitatiǀe 
parameters for housing in the plan area and the LAP 
analǇsis section should estaďlish local demand and 
eǆistinŐ suƉƉlǇͬoǀersuƉƉlǇ.  tithin the conteǆt oĨ the 
strategies, the LAP should:
staďlish oǀerall local need ;ƉoƉulationͿ.ͻ 
Establish equivalent household quantum and ͻ 
ďreaŬdoǁn oĨ household tǇƉe.
onsider tenure tǇƉe.ͻ 
Seek to broadly match housing typologies with ͻ 
household tǇƉe ʹ ǁhile ensurinŐ a ͚looseͲĮt .͛
onsider suƉƉlǇ oƉtions ʹ Ĩor eǆamƉle͕ neǁ ͻ 
housinŐ deǀeloƉment andͬor use oĨ eǆistinŐ 
unoccuƉied or unĮnished housinŐ stocŬ.
/nǀestiŐate deliǀerǇ oƉtions Ͳ Ĩor eǆamƉle͕ Ɖriǀate͕ ͻ 
aīordaďle͕ social͕ ƉartnershiƉͬcoͲoƉeratiǀe ;^ee 
section ϲͿ.
Community infrastructure
Given that development in most LAP areas will be 
carried out on a Ɖhased ďasis oǀer time͕ the strateŐies 
need to set out a clear strategy for delivery of 
communitǇ inĨrastructure.  The strateŐǇ should set the 
overall requirement for:
TǇƉe͖ͻ 
Eature and Ƌuantum͖ͻ 
>ocation and sƉatial asƉects͖ͻ 
^taŐe or Ɖhase oĨ deliǀerǇ͖ͻ 
ZesƉonsiďilitǇ and ĨundinŐ.ͻ 
ϰϵ oĨ ǆ
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The Tallaght Town Centre Local Area Plan was prepared by South Dublin County Council in 2008 to guide the future 
deǀeloƉment and reŐeneration oĨ the heart oĨ TallaŐht.  The toǁn centre area is eǆtensiǀe and includes areas oĨ 
diīerent character and urďan conteǆt.  The >W ^trateŐǇ seeŬs to deǀeloƉ these areas͕ ǁithin the conteǆt oĨ the 
larŐer toǁn centre͕ ďǇ ƉresentinŐ indiǀidual and  detailed local ĨrameǁorŬ Ɖlans Ĩor each oĨ ϭϱ identiĮed Ɖrecincts. 
The ďoundaries Ĩor each oĨ the Ɖrecincts are deĮned on the ďasis oĨ local characteristics such as land use͕ ďuildinŐ 
Ĩorm͕ actiǀitǇ leǀels͕ ƉroǆimitǇ to seriǀces and transƉort and reŐulatorǇ Ĩactors  includinŐ land use ǌoninŐs and recent 
ƉlanninŐ Ɖermissions.
The local ĨrameǁorŬ Ɖlans set out the eǆistinŐ and desired characteristics oĨ each Ɖrecinct in terms oĨ land use͕ access 
and moǀement and ďuilt Ĩorm and landscaƉe.  The desired masterƉlan outcomes Ĩor each Ɖrecinct are Ɖresented 
throuŐh a series oĨ ĨrameǁorŬ Ɖlans͕ ϯ ƉersƉectiǀes and other illustrations.  These shoǁ the location and tǇƉe oĨ 
desired Ĩuture land uses͕ ƉroƉosed chanŐes to eǆistinŐ street netǁorŬs͕ uƉŐrade oĨ eǆistinŐ moǀement inĨrastructure͕ 
imƉroǀed access and ƉermeaďilitǇ and imƉroǀed linŬs to Ɖuďlic transƉort Ĩacilities.  WroƉosals Ĩor Ĩuture ďuilt Ĩorm 
and landscaƉe include the location oĨ ŐateǁaǇs and landmarŬ ďuildinŐs͕ imƉroǀed street tree ƉlantinŐ and imƉroǀed 
access to and treatment oĨ eǆistinŐ areas oĨ Ɖuďlic oƉen sƉace. 
Case example 4A
TallaŐht ʹ a strateŐǇ Ĩor distinctiǀe Ɖrecincts
Sketch of masterplan outcome for a precinct
The 15 precincts in the town centre
ǆisting anĚ Ĩuture access anĚ moǀement Ĩor a Ɖrecinct
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This plan was prepared by Limerick County Council in 2007 to provide a long-term framework for the future physical, 
social and economic deǀeloƉment oĨ <ilĮnane and its enǀirons.  <ilĮnane is a marŬet toǁn͕ ǁith a ƉoƉulation oĨ 
aƉƉroǆimatelǇ ϭ͕ϬϬϬ ƉeoƉle͕ located ϰϴŬm to the south oĨ >imericŬ itǇ.
The >W estaďlishes a clear ǀision and suƉƉortinŐ strateŐǇ Ĩor Ĩuture deǀeloƉment that aims to direct and coͲordinate 
Ĩuture deǀeloƉment in a ǁaǇ that Ɖrotects and ďuilds on the toǁn s͛ eǆistinŐ character and Ƌualities.  These Ƌualities͕ 
ƉartlǇ identiĮed throuŐh a ^ tKT analǇsis͕ include seƫnŐ and ƉhǇsical conteǆt͕ ďuilt heritaŐe͕ eǆistinŐ local͕ communitǇ 
and ciǀic Ĩacilities and a stronŐ communitǇ structure.  &iǀe Őoals͕ each ǁith a series oĨ oďũectiǀes͕ are identiĮed͕ 
including to:
onsolidate and strenŐthen the eǆistinŐ toǁn core͖ͻ 
naďle dedicated communitǇ and recreation serǀices͖ͻ 
Wromote the deǀeloƉment oĨ adeƋuate inĨrastructure and amenities͖ͻ 
reate a selĨ suĸcient local economǇ͖ͻ 
reate an enǀironmentallǇ sustainaďle Ɖlace.ͻ 
lements oĨ the strateŐǇ are eǆƉressed in the eǀeloƉment &rameǁorŬ.
Case example 4B
<ilĮnane ʹ  a strateŐǇ to Ɖrotect the imƉortant 
Ƌualities oĨ the toǁn
eǀeloƉment &rameǁorŬ Ĩor <ilĮnane
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Kishoge 
Station
Fonthill 
Station
ABOVE (left to right): Mixed Residential amenity provided through a range of building types and conﬁgurations of public and shared 
spaces
ABOVE: A range of cultural, entertainment and community uses will be provided at public spaces to form nodes of local signiﬁcance
ABOVE: High-quality commercial and retail space will be provided in the district and local centres
Kishoge 
Station Fonthill  
Station
The Clonburris SDZ Planning Scheme and LAP, 2008 sets out a development strategy for a strategic land-bank of 265ha, 
located neǆt to the DϱϬ and ǁest oĨ londalŬin.  The area ǁas considered to reƉresent one oĨ the ďest oƉƉortunities 
for the development of a sustainable urban district given the scale of the site,  key site assets (including the proximity 
of the Grand Canal) and proposed public transport infrastructure improvements such as improvements to the Kildare 
Rail line, the provision of Metro-West and major Quality Bus Corridor networks. 
The Ɖlan set out a ĨrameǁorŬ Ĩor the deǀeloƉment oĨ an coͲistrict. This included the ƉreƉaration oĨ an inteŐrated 
masterplan based on robust analysis and the development of a clear vision for the area.  The masterplan includes 
a design framework and concept for 8 sub-areas or ‘Eco-Districts’.  Detailed development frameworks have been 
developed for each Eco-District.  These detailed frameworks elaborate on the masterplan and clearly illustrate the 
primary urban structure for each area and address the issues of neighbourhood development, movement and access, 
development and land use, land and open space, urban form, community framework and service infrastructure. 
<eǇ deǀeloƉment comƉonents͕ includinŐ Įǆed and ǀariaďle elements are also identiĮed.  &iǆed elements include 
commiƩed inĨrastructure͕ reƋuired in accordance ǁith the Ɖlan.  Eon Įǆed or ǀariaďle elements need to ďe Ɖroǀided 
ďut their desiŐn and location can ďe ǀaried so lonŐ as theǇ adhere to the ƉrinciƉles and Őuidance set out in the Ɖlan.
Case example 4C
Clonburris – a strategy for sustainable use 
mix
Structuring concepts for local links, local life and 
neigŚbourŚooĚ actiǀitǇ
ProǀiĚing Ĩor a miǆ oĨ uses
SŬetcŚ oĨ tŚe ǀision Ĩor Canal cŚaracter anĚ actiǀitǇ
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The Cork South Docks LAP has been prepared to build on the vision expressed in the Cork Docklands Development 
^trateŐǇ ϮϬϬϭ.  /t estaďlishes a ƉlanninŐ and deǀeloƉment ĨrameǁorŬ Ĩor the reŐeneration oĨ the citǇ s͛ south docŬs 
area, based development of a high density urban quarter comprising of a District Centre and two Neighbourhood 
entres ǁith residential and emƉloǇment tarŐet ƉoƉulations oĨ ϮϬ͕ϬϬϬ and Ϯϱ͕ϬϬϬ resƉectiǀelǇ.  /t includes ƉroƉosals 
Ĩor communitǇ and medical Ĩacilities in addition to a third leǀel education ĨacilitǇ.
The >W includes a Wuďlic Zealm ^ trateŐǇ containinŐ ƉroƉosals on hoǁ the ͚ sƉace ďetǁeen ďuildinŐs͛ ǁill ďe manaŐed. 
The Strategy is based on acknowledgment of the context established by the topography and landscape of Cork and 
Ĩocuses on utilisinŐ the eǆistinŐ Ƌualities and elements oĨ the Ziǀer >ee.  /t clearlǇ sets out a ranŐe oĨ strateŐies͕ oďũectiǀes 
and Őuidelines Ĩor the deǀeloƉment oĨ the Ɖuďlic realm.  This includes the identiĮcation oĨ a series oĨ Ɖrecincts ǁith 
distinctiǀe character and sense oĨ Ɖlace.  The deǀeloƉment oĨ each Ɖrecinct is ďased uƉon the estaďlishment oĨ a 
Ɖermeaďle urďan desiŐn ĨrameǁorŬ͕ includinŐ the deǀeloƉment oĨ aƩractiǀe streets and sƋuares and a diǀersitǇ oĨ 
oƉen sƉaces.  n orderinŐ ƉrinciƉle is aƉƉlied to the Ɖuďlic realm to emƉhasise a hierarchǇ oĨ Ɖarticular sƉaces ǁith a 
variety of treatments, materials, designs and structural elements.
The imƉlementation oĨ the Wuďlic Zealm ^ trateŐǇ ǁill ďe suƉƉorted ďǇ the deǀeloƉment oĨ a detailed street and Ɖuďlic 
oƉen sƉace desiŐn code and sƉeciĮcation to ensure consistencǇ and hiŐh ƋualitǇ in all Ɖuďlic realm treatments.
Case example 4D
Cork South Docks LAP 2008 – a structured 
strategy for viability and diversity
A ĨrameǁorŬ Ɖlan Ĩor structuring lanĚ use:  /ntegrating 
elements oĨ built Ĩorm anĚ structure͕ lanĚscaƉe͕ streets anĚ 
spaces
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The Shannon Town North (Special Development Area) plan was developed as part of the South Clare LAP, 2009, Part 2. 
/t estaďlishes a ĨrameǁorŬ Ĩor the Ĩuture deǀeloƉment oĨ a ϯϳha site at a Ɖiǀotal location ǁithin the Toǁn entre and 
the ^hannon &ree one.  The aim is to Ɖroǀide a central huď Ĩor ^hannon ǁith a neǁ ƉoƉulation oĨ ďetǁeen Ϯ͕ϱϬϬ and 
ϯ͕ϬϬϬ ƉeoƉle and ďetǁeen ϯϱͲϰϬ͕ϬϬϬ sƋm oĨ commercial ŇoorsƉace.  /t also includes ƉroƉosals Ĩor the deǀeloƉment 
of public transport and community infrastructure.
The plan comprises an overall concept, framework and detailed guidance for the future development of the site.  The 
concept includes the development of a core area and a series of neighbourhoods (or precincts) and contains proposals 
for the development of Main Street, Shop Street, a civic park, a series of green linkages including the railway line, 
urďan tree ƉlantinŐ and ecoloŐǇ.  These are ďrouŐht toŐether in a Ňeǆiďle ͚oǀerall ĨrameǁorŬ Ɖlan͕͛  ǁhich aims to 
inteŐrate these ƉroƉosals as a ǁhole.  The deǀeloƉment oĨ the ĨrameǁorŬ is suƉƉorted ďǇ the ƉreƉaration oĨ a series 
of more detailed frameworks and guidelines.
Case example 4E
Shannon Town Centre – a strategy for robust 
urban structure
Example of plan detail for new square at centre
A ĨrameǁorŬ Ɖlan Ĩor structuring lanĚ use:  /ntegrating 
elements of built form and structure, landscape, streets and 
spaces
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The Mullingar South Local Area Plan was prepared for Westmeath County Council in 2010, to secure the sustainable 
deǀeloƉment oĨ these strateŐic lands ;comƉrisinŐ three distinct Ɖarcels totallinŐ aƉƉroǆimatelǇ ϴϯ hectaresͿ and the 
sustainaďle urďan eǆtension oĨ the DullinŐar ^outh rea. The ǀision saǁ the creation oĨ Ĩour distinctiǀe ͚Ɖlaces͛ or 
character areas͕ ǁhich ǁould Ɖroǀide Ĩor the deǀeloƉment to accommodate an additional ƉoƉulation oĨ uƉ to ϯ͕ϬϬϬ 
people over the short to long term.
The lands are characterised ďǇ an aƩractiǀe landscaƉe ǁith siŐniĮcant archaeoloŐical heritaŐe.  /mƉortant Ɖlan issues 
included the need Ĩor Őood connections and ƉermeaďilitǇ ǁith adũoininŐ areas͕ hiŐh ƋualitǇ communitǇ and educational 
inĨrastructure and consideration oĨ localised Ňood risŬ.  /n resƉonse to these issues a set oĨ roďust sƉatial conceƉts 
ǁere ƉreƉared to Ɖroǀide a coherent and distinctiǀe urďan structure Ĩor the area. haracter areas or ͚Ɖlaces͛ ǁere 
clearlǇ identiĮed alonŐ ǁith their associated ƉhǇsical and communitǇ inĨrastructure.  Ňood risŬ assessment ;&ZͿ 
ǁas also carried out to inĨorm the urďan structure and deǀeloƉment strateŐǇ relatinŐ to aīected areas.  The strateŐies 
were drawn together in a two and three dimensional framework plan, showing the proposed urban and landscape 
structure͕ indicatiǀe urďan ďlocŬs͕ ĨrontaŐes and ďuildinŐ enǀeloƉes. ^elected͕ detailed deǀeloƉment Őuidelines ǁere 
also set out along with measures for delivery and monitoring.
Case example 4F
Mullingar South– a physical framework for 
the town edge
ϯ image oĨ ĨrameǁorŬ Ɖlan
hrban Ɖlace anĚ structure conceƉts Ĩor SoutŚ Dullingar
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The 'ranŐeŐorman draft ^trateŐic Wlan ϮϬϭϬ has ďeen ƉreƉared ďǇ the 'ranŐeŐorman eǀeloƉment ŐencǇ͕  ǁhich 
ǁas estaďlished ĨolloǁinŐ leŐislation in ϮϬϬϱ.  
The Ɖlan aims to deǀeloƉ a neǁ itǇ Yuarter on a ϳϯ acre site located ϭ.ϱŬm north oĨ uďlin s͛ citǇ centre.  The 
deǀeloƉment oĨ the Ƌuarter is ďased on the estaďlishment oĨ an educational camƉus Ĩor the uďlin /nstitute 
oĨ TechnoloŐǇ͕  redeǀeloƉment oĨ health care Ĩacilities Ĩor the ,^ and accessiďle Ɖuďlic sƉaces.  The Ƌuarter ǁill 
accommodate aƉƉroǆimatelǇ ϮϬ͕ϬϬϬ students and a neǁ residential ƉoƉulation oĨ ϮϬ͕ϬϬϬ.
 ŬeǇ asƉect oĨ the 'ranŐeŐorman DasterƉlan is the Ɖromotion oĨ a sustainaďle transƉort strateŐǇ.  This includes 
measures to integrate the future development of the site with planned improvements to public transport infrastructure 
ǁithin the ǁider area.  These imƉroǀements include the construction oĨ Detro Eorth and the >uas >ine .  The laƩer 
ǁill directlǇ serǀe 'ranŐeŐorman.  
tithin the site itselĨ͕  ƉrioritǇ is Ɖlaced on sustainaďle modes oĨ transƉort.  WrioritǇ is Őiǀen to Ɖedestrians and cǇclists 
and measures are ƉroƉosed to ensure that the Yuarter maŬes eīectiǀe connections to surroundinŐ Ɖuďlic transƉort 
netǁorŬs and ǁalŬinŐͬcǇclinŐ routes.  
ar access is to ďe limited͕ and the maũoritǇ oĨ ƉarŬinŐ is to ďe Ɖroǀided at tǁo main locations on the ƉeriƉherǇ oĨ the 
site.  The deǀeloƉment oĨ a DoďilitǇ DanaŐement Wlan Ĩor the neǁ Ƌuarter is also ƉroƉosed as a means oĨ minimisinŐ 
Ɖriǀate car deƉendencǇ.
iagram sŚoǁing strategic Ɖublic transƉort connections
ase eǆamƉle ϰ'
Grangegorman – a sustainable transport 
strategy
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eǀeloƉment ĨrameǁorŬ Ĩor tŚe sillage ConceƉt Ĩor tŚe main sƋuare
The raft >W Ĩor the Eaul͕ ǁas ƉreƉared ďǇ &inŐal ountǇ ouncil in ϮϬϭϭ.  This small ǀillaŐe oĨ aƉƉroǆimatelǇ ϯϵϬ 
ƉeoƉle͕ has a notaďle ďuilt heritaŐe and has ǁitnessed siŐniĮcant Őroǁth in recent Ǉears.  ǆistinŐ housinŐ in the 
ǀillaŐe ǁill accommodate aƉƉroǆimatelǇ ϱϬϬ Ɖersons͕ ǁhen comƉleted and occuƉied. 
The LAP sets out a clear development strategy for the village, addressing housing, design, employment, retail/
commercial͕ education and communitǇ͕  tourism͕ enǀironment͕ heritaŐe͕ Ɖuďlic oƉen sƉace and recreation͕ sustainaďilitǇ 
and inĨrastructure and serǀices.  Tǁelǀe deǀeloƉment areas are identiĮed ǁithin the deǀeloƉment ďoundarǇ oĨ the 
ǀillaŐe͕ ǁithin ǁhich a ranŐe oĨ uses includinŐ residential͕ communitǇ͕  recreation and commercial are ƉroƉosed.  The 
neǁ residential deǀeloƉment is intended to accommodate an additional ƉoƉulation oĨ ďetǁeen ϭϱϬ and ϮϬϬ.
The >W is inĨormed ďǇ a sillaŐe esiŐn &rameǁorŬ͕ a Őuidance document ǁhich sets out a lonŐͲterm strateŐǇ to 
achieǀe the sustainaďle deǀeloƉment oĨ the ǀillaŐe.  'eneral desiŐn ƉrinciƉles are estaďlished and an indicatiǀe site 
laǇout is included.  eǀeloƉment ƉroƉosals are reƋuired to ďe in accrodance ǁith the sillaŐe eǀeloƉment &rameǁorŬ 
ase eǆamƉle ϰ,
The Naul – a development strategy and 
framework for the Village
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Aerial view and garden allotments
Krganisation anĚ oƉeration oĨ tŚe coͲ
communitǇ Ɖroũect
The Viikki-Kivikko area of Helsinki is one of the major urban projects for Helsinki City Council.  It is located about 8km 
from the City Centre, between the east and north east of Helsinki. The area was envisioned as an ecological district 
ƉroǀidinŐ thirdͲleǀel education Ĩacilities Ĩor uƉ to ϲ͕ϬϬϬ students͕ a science and technoloŐǇ ƉarŬ emƉloǇinŐ uƉ to ϴ͕ϬϬϬ 
ǁorŬers and distinct housinŐ areas Ĩor a communitǇ oĨ aďout ϭϱ͕ϬϬϬ residents.  The area comƉrises aƉƉroǆimatelǇ 
ϭ͕ϭϬϬ hectares. s it utilises a comƉact Ĩorm oĨ deǀeloƉment͕ hoǁeǀer͕  onlǇ ϮϵϬ hectares oĨ this area is allocated to 
development and access. The remainder is provided as strategic open space and ecological areas.
The local Ɖlan ;osaǇleisŬaaǀaͿ Ĩor siiŬŬi ǁas adoƉted in ϭϵϵϱ after a lonŐ deǀeloƉment Ɖrocess. The Ɖlan recoŐnised 
the Ɖotential oĨ the area as an ecoloŐical Ɖilot communitǇ.   ThrouŐhout the Ɖrocess the communitǇ ǁere inǀolǀed in 
the planning and development of the area through an eco-community project umbrella group. 
The neǆt staŐe oĨ the ƉlanninŐ Ɖrocess ǁas an oƉen ideas comƉetition Ĩor the detailed Ɖlan ;masterƉlanͿ.  This Ĩocused 
on the larŐer urďan and landscaƉe structure.  The ǁinninŐ entrǇ oīered a distinct urďan and landscaƉe structure 
ǁhich Ɖroǀided Ĩor ͚Őreen ĮnŐers͛ ǁithin the ďuilt uƉ areas and discrete ͚home ǌones .͛ 
The ĨolloǁinŐ staŐe oĨ the ƉlanninŐ Ɖrocess ǁas a desiŐn comƉetition Ĩor residential ďlocŬs.  The emƉhasis oĨ this staŐe 
ǁas to address sustainaďle ďuildinŐ Ɖrocesses͕ minimisation oĨ Ɖollution͕ use oĨ natural resources͕ healthǇ homes͕ 
diǀersitǇ oĨ nature and Ĩood Ɖroduction.  mƉhasis ǁas also Ɖlaced on Ɖassiǀe and actiǀe use oĨ solar enerŐǇ.   Ɖart 
oĨ the area ǁas eǆƉlicitlǇ identiĮed as a location Ĩor more eǆƉerimental research in construction͕ includinŐ timďerͲ
Ĩramed aƉartment ďuildinŐs.  /t is eǆƉected that the area ǁill ďe ĨullǇ deǀeloƉed ďǇ ϮϬϭϱ. 
EotaďlǇ͕  the ŬeǇ indicators oĨ ecoloŐical ƉerĨormance in the area are ďeinŐ monitored͕ includinŐ solar collection͕ 
ďuildinŐ adaƉtaďilitǇ͕  ǀeŐetation͕ ǁater consumƉtion͕ enerŐǇ ;heat and electricitǇͿ consumƉtion͕ ǁater saǀinŐs͕ 
emissions and enerŐǇ use͕ siteͬhousehold  ǁaste͕ noise͕ children s͛ ƉlaǇ͕  ecoloŐical ŬnoǁledŐe and social ďondinŐ. 
The indicators are shoǁinŐ larŐerlǇ Ɖositiǀe results ǁith imƉressiǀe ƉerĨormance in the areas oĨ enerŐǇ conserǀation͕ 
ǁater consumƉtion and ǁaste manaŐement.  nother ŬeǇ element oĨ the success oĨ the Ɖlan is that a ϱϬͬϱϬ sƉlit has 
been achieved between the provision of social and private housing.
Case example 4I
Viikii, Helsinki – planning for sustainability
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TuďinŐen is a uniǀersitǇ toǁn located aƉƉroǆimatelǇ ϴϬŬm to the south oĨ ^tuƩŐart in southern 'ermanǇ.  The 
TuďinŐenͲ^udstadt deǀeloƉment has created a miǆed use urďan Ƌuarter on a ϲϱha ďroǁnĮeld site ĨormerlǇ used as a 
&rench armǇ ďarracŬs.  The neǁ Ƌuarter ǁill accommodate ϲ͕ϱϬϬ residents and Ϯ͕ϬϬϬ ǁorŬƉlaces.  The deǀeloƉment 
ǁas Őuided ďǇ a comƉetition masterƉlan͕ ǁhich Ĩormed Ɖart oĨ a >ocal eǀeloƉment &rameǁorŬ Wlan.
n innoǀatiǀe deǀeloƉment Ɖrocess͕ inǀolǀinŐ ƉlotͲďased deǀeloƉment͕ ǁas adoƉted Ĩor the reŐeneration oĨ the 
ďarracŬs site.  >and Ĩor deǀeloƉment ǁas Ɖurchased ďǇ the local authoritǇ and then sold on to ͚ďuildinŐ ƉartnershiƉs͛ 
at a nominal cost.  The ďuildinŐ ƉartnershiƉs ǁere comƉosed oĨ ŐrouƉs oĨ indiǀiduals and Ĩamilies ǁho commissioned 
an architect and contractor to desiŐn and construct their homes on a coͲoƉeratiǀe ďasis.
The urďan Ĩorm and structure Ĩor the reŐenerated urďan Ƌuarter ǁas Őuided ďǇ the masterƉlan.  The masterƉlan 
established the structure of each of the urban blocks (perimeter blocks) and established set building lines and a range 
oĨ ƉermiƩed ďuildinŐ heiŐhts and deƉths͕ ǁith no minimum Ɖlot ǁidth.  The Ɖlots ǁere then sold to the ďuildinŐ 
ƉartnershiƉs͕ ǁhich ǁere Őiǀen a limited time to imƉlement their deǀeloƉment schemes.  
The masterƉlan also Ĩacilitated a ranŐe oĨ architectural stǇles ǁithin a Őiǀen ranŐe.  The result is that each ďuildinŐ has 
its own individual design, which has helped to create architectural and visual diversity and a sense that the quarter 
has Őroǁn orŐanicallǇ oǀer time.  ach ďuildinŐ ǁas also reƋuired to Įnd an actiǀe Őround Ňoor use to helƉ create a 
Įne Őrain miǆ oĨ uses͕ ǁhile at the same time ƉromotinŐ street actiǀitǇ in the Ƌuarter.  
TuďinŐen Ɖroǀides a model Ĩor the Ɖromotion oĨ Įne Őrain͕ miǆed use͕ Ɖerimeter ďlocŬ deǀeloƉment as Ɖart oĨ an 
urďan reŐeneration Ɖroũect.  The reŐeneration oĨ the ďarracŬs site has resulted in the deǀeloƉment oĨ a comƉact and 
ǀiďrant inner urďan Ƌuarter ǁith its oǁn distinctiǀe ƋualitǇ and identitǇ.
Case example 4J
Tubingen-Sudstadt, Germany – encouraging 
diversity
sieǁs sŚoǁing close grain subĚiǀision oĨ builĚing Ɖlots to encourage ǀarietǇ in aƉƉearance anĚ ĚiǀersitǇ oĨ lanĚ uses
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>ocal uthorities in the hnited <inŐdom are reƋuired to ƉreƉare ore ^trateŐies Ĩor their areas oǀer a ϭϱͲϮϬ Ǉear 
timeĨrame as Ɖart oĨ the suite oĨ documents Ĩor their >ocal eǀeloƉment &rameǁorŬs͕ the main Ĩorǁard ƉlanninŐ 
tool used ďǇ >ocal uthorities in the h<.  ach ore ^trateŐǇ estaďlishes a ǀision Ĩor the Ĩuture deǀeloƉment oĨ 
the area ďased on a clear understandinŐ oĨ Ɖlace.  onsideraďle emƉhasis is Ɖlaced on translatinŐ the ƉroƉosed 
indiǀidual themes Ĩor Ĩuture deǀeloƉment into an inteŐrated sƉatial aƉƉroach.  rea ction Wlans Ĩorm Ɖart oĨ this 
>ocal eǀeloƉment &rameǁorŬ.
The /Ɖsǁich /W ʹ Kne rea ction Wlan ǁas deǀeloƉed to Ɖromote the sustainaďle reŐeneration oĨ the central Ɖart 
oĨ /Ɖsǁich and to linŬ it to a reŐenerated ǁaterĨront.  /Ɖsǁich ǁaterĨront͕ a desiŐnated conserǀation area͕ is located 
on aƉƉroǆimatelǇ ϴϬha oĨ land south oĨ /Ɖsǁich toǁn centre.  /t had ďecome runͲdoǁn durinŐ the ϭϵϴϬs and manǇ 
ďuildinŐs ǁere ǀacant.  ^ome neǁ residential deǀeloƉment tooŬ Ɖlace durinŐ the ϭϵϵϬs and earlǇ ϮϬϬϬs͕ hoǁeǀer͕  
/Ɖsǁich ouncil ǁas concerned that this deǀeloƉment ǁas not contriďutinŐ to the sustainaďle deǀeloƉment oĨ the 
ǁaterĨront or the creation oĨ a ǀital and diǀerse area ǁhich could suƉƉort daǇtime and eǀeninŐ actiǀitǇ.  The ouncil 
also ǁished to deǀeloƉ a lonŐ term ǀision Ĩor the Ĩuture deǀeloƉment oĨ ϮϴϬha oĨ land in the centre oĨ the toǁn͕ in 
an area Ŭnoǁn as /WͲKne.  The toǁn centre had ďecome cut oī Ĩrom the ǁaterĨront ďǇ ǀacant sites and a oneͲǁaǇ 
road sǇstem.
The ction Wlan Ĩocused on Ĩour ŬeǇ areas͗
>inŬinŐ the historic toǁn centre to its surroundinŐs͖ͻ 
reatinŐ miǆed use alonŐ the ǁaterĨront͖ͻ 
eǀeloƉinŐ a commercial area north oĨ the railǁaǇ station͖ andͻ 
staďlishinŐ an education Ƌuarter around ^uīolŬ olleŐe.ͻ 
The ƉreƉaration oĨ the area action Ɖlan ǁas underƉinned ďǇ the ĨolloǁinŐ Ɖrocess͗
staďlishinŐ a clear Ɖroũect ďrieĨ͖ͻ 
eǀeloƉinŐ a ďaseline studǇ to Ɖromote a throuŐh understandinŐ oĨ the Ɖlace͖ͻ 
/dentiĮcation oĨ Įǀe ŬeǇ Ɖoints on ǁhich to deǀeloƉ the action Ɖlan͖ͻ 
nŐaŐinŐ local ƉeoƉle͕ ďased on the deǀeloƉment oĨ a ͚hierarchǇ oĨ imƉortance͖͛ͻ 
reation oĨ a sƉatial masterƉlan and ƉhǇsical model͕ ďased on the deǀeloƉment and inteŐration oĨ Ĩour   ͻ 
nodes͖ and
 Ɖhased eǀeloƉment WroŐramme.ͻ 
The /Ɖsǁich ǁaterĨront is noǁ emerŐinŐ as an inteŐrated and miǆedͲuse  ǁaterĨront destination.   Eeǁ deǀeloƉments 
such as a Ɖedestrian and cǇcle ďridŐe haǀe helƉed to create neǁ linŬs ďetǁeen the ǁaterĨront and the toǁn centre. 
/nǀestinŐ in hiŐh ƋualitǇ desiŐn in the Ɖuďlic realm has helƉed to raise the desiŐn ƋualiltǇ oĨ neǁ deǀeloƉments.  This 
ǁill helƉ to raise ǀalues in the area oǀer the lonŐer term.  The area action Ɖlan has ďeen used ďǇ /Ɖsǁich orouŐh 
ouncil in the assessment oĨ ƉlanninŐ aƉƉlications and the deǀeloƉment oĨ desiŐn ďrieĨs Ĩor larŐer reŐeneration 
sites.
ase eǆamƉle ϰ<
/Ɖsǁich /W ʹ  Kne rea ction Wlan͗  a strateŐǇ 
Ĩor urďan reŐeneration
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CoͲgeneration Ɖlant
AĚaƉtable use builĚing
  Sustainable transƉort
Vauban has developed as a new planned suburb on the site of a former army barracks, located approximately 3km 
south of the city centre of Freiburg in Southwest Germany.  The suburb is constructed on a 38ha site, providing 
accommodation Ĩor more than ϱ͕ϬϬϬ inhaďitants and ϲϬϬ ũoďs.
The new suburb was developed on the basis of a development plan and a more detailed masterplan, in the form 
oĨ a ͲWlan.  ͲWlans ;eďauunŐsƉlanͿ are deǀeloƉed to Őuide deǀeloƉment in areas that are either the suďũect oĨ 
siŐniĮcant deǀeloƉment Ɖressure or reƋuire reŐeneration.  TheǇ Ɖroǀide detailed ƉlanninŐ and desiŐn Őuidance 
includinŐ desiŐnation oĨ urďan deǀeloƉment͕ aƉƉroƉriate land usaŐe͕ urďan structure and Ĩorm͕ ďuilt Ĩorm and densitǇ 
and the Ɖroǀision oĨ inĨrastructure.  The ͲWlan Ĩor sauďan ǁas ďased on the outcomes oĨ an urďan desiŐn comƉetition 
to estaďlish an aƉƉroƉriate desiŐn solution Ĩor ƉroƉosed deǀeloƉment.  
The masterƉlan ǁas deǀeloƉed and deliǀered on the ďasis oĨ eǆtensiǀe and comƉrehensiǀe communitǇ ƉarticiƉation. 
This ǁas ƉrimarilǇ Ĩacilitated throuŐh the estaďlishment oĨ the leŐallǇ recoŐnised citiǌens͛ association͕ ͚ &orum sauďan͕͛  
ǁhich coͲordinated the ƉarticiƉation Ɖrocess .  The communitǇ ǁas commiƩed to the creation oĨ an enǀironmentallǇ 
sustainable community based on the principles of ‘car-free’ and ‘parking-free’ living, partly facilitated by the provision 
of good public transport (bus, tram and rail) and a system of car sharing.  The sustainable management of water is 
Ɖromoted throuŐh the inclusion oĨ ^u^ ƉrinciƉles in ďuildinŐ construction and landscaƉe desiŐn and manaŐement.
All the houses in Vauban are built to a low-energy standard, with some reaching a ‘plus energy’ status, whereby they 
produce more energy than they need.  Many of the housing developments incorporate solar panels and photovoltaic 
cells. The ecoloŐical aƉƉroach adoƉted ďǇ deǀeloƉers often eǆceeded the standards reƋuired in the eǀeloƉment 
Plan.
The development of Vauban was also based on the establishment of a local network for the supply of heat and power. 
Locally based networks help to reduce transmission losses that result from the transfer of heat and energy from 
remote Ɖoǁer Ɖlants.  The incorƉoration oĨ a comďined heat and Ɖoǁer ;,WͿ Ɖlant and short distance heatinŐ sǇstem 
ǁas a ŬeǇ element in the deǀeloƉment oĨ the masterƉlan.   hiŐhlǇ eĸcient coͲŐeneration Ɖlant has ďeen constructed 
on the ƉeriƉherǇ oĨ the suďurď and connected into the district s͛ heatinŐ Őrid.  The Ɖlant uses natural Őas ;ϮϬйͿ 
and ǁood chiƉs ;ϴϬйͿ to Ɖroǀide homes ǁith hot ǁater and a suďstantial ƉroƉortion oĨ their electrictǇ needs. The 
comďination oĨ the solar installations and ,W Ɖlant Ɖroduce siǆtǇͲĮǀe Ɖercent oĨ the electrictǇ needed in sauďan.
Case example 4L
Vauban, Frieburg – planning for sustainable 
energy
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The IJburg project was conceived as a sustainable urban extension to Amsterdam, constructed on a series of 6 
interlinŬed artiĮcallǇ constructed islands in the eastern harďour. /t is anticiƉated that the comƉleted district ǁill 
accommodate ϰϱ͕ϬϬϬ citǇ dǁellers and oǀer ϭϴ͕ϬϬϬ homes.  The aim is to achieǀe a liǀinŐͲǁorŬinŐ ratio oĨ Ϯ͗ϭ.  The 
islands are connected to the mainland ďǇ a series oĨ ďridŐes͕ includinŐ a neǁ cǇcle and Ɖedestrian ďridŐe.  The /: Tram 
ǁas constructed in ϮϬϬϱ and linŬs the neǁ neiŐhďourhoods to the centre oĨ msterdam.
The deǀeloƉment oĨ /:ďurŐ is Őuided ďǇ Wroũectďureau /:ďurŐ͕ ǁhich ǁas estaďlished ǁithin the itǇ oĨ msterdam s͛ 
WhǇsical WlanninŐ eƉartment.  The deǀeloƉment has ďeen diǀided into a series oĨ staŐes͕ and land released Ĩor 
deǀeloƉment in a Ɖhased ǁaǇ.  ^taŐe ϭ is nearinŐ comƉletion and comƉrises the deǀeloƉment oĨ three islands ʹ 
^tiŐereiland͕ ,aǀeneiland and Zeieteilanden.  The itǇ undertooŬ the construction oĨ the islands and deǀeloƉed the 
social and ƉhǇsical inĨrastructre͕ Ɖrior to the commencement oĨ Ɖriǀate construction Ɖroũects.  The costs Ĩor this initial 
ǁorŬ ǁere then recouƉed Ĩrom the sale oĨ deǀeloƉment land to the Ɖriǀate sector.  s such͕ /:ďurŐ Ɖroǀides an eǆamƉle 
oĨ inĨrastructure led deǀeloƉment.  The ƉlanninŐ and deliǀerǇ oĨ /:ďurŐ has ďeen carried out in an inteŐrated ǁaǇ ďǇ 
a multidisciƉlinarǇ team comƉrisinŐ Ɖlanners͕ social ŐeoŐraƉhers͕ architects and urďan desiŐners. The Wroũectďureau 
oǀersaǁ the deǀeloƉment oĨ an urďan desiŐn masterƉlan͕ ǁhich Őuides the deǀeloƉment as a ǁhole.  
The deǀeloƉment oĨ the masterƉlan is ďased on an urďan desiŐn Ĩormat that Ɖromotes the creation oĨ a stronŐ 
orthoŐonal ĨrameǁorŬ that sŬetches out the ďroad lines oĨ the oǀerall scheme and the underlǇinŐ urďan structure. 
&iǆed asƉects include the diǀison oĨ each district into neiŐhďourhoods͕ includinŐ the identiĮcation oĨ a district centre͕ 
main inĨrastructure and residential densities.  The aim is to Ĩacilitate the deǀeloƉment oĨ indiǀidual neiŐďhourhoods͕ 
as oƉƉosed to reƉeataďle clusters oĨ standardised ďuildinŐs.
The /:ďurŐ masterƉlan aims to emulate the urďan Ĩorm and neiŐhďourhood structure oĨ central msterdam.  The 
deǀeloƉment oĨ ,aǀeneiland has ďeen ďased on the creation oĨ an urďan Őrid oĨ rectanŐular ďlocŬs͕ rectilinear streets͕ 
Őreen striƉs and ǁaterǁaǇs.  ^teiŐereiland has ďeen deǀeloƉed in accordance ǁith an urďan desiŐn scheme ďased on 
the ͚collaŐe citǇ conceƉt .͛  This conceƉt Ɖromotes the deǀeloƉment oĨ ϴ neiŐhďourhoods͕ each ǁith its oǁn indiǀidual 
identitǇ.  Wriǀate deǀeloƉers are reƋuired to meet area and siteͲsƉeciĮc desiŐn codes contained ǁithin the masterƉlan. 
sarietǇ is ƉermiƩed in terms oĨ Ɖlot laǇout and deǀeloƉment tǇƉe.  ach urďan ďlocŬ is desiŐned ďǇ a consortium oĨ 
diīerent architecture teams͕ coͲordinated ďǇ a Őoǀernment aƉƉointed ƋualitǇ control team.  This aƉƉroach has helƉed 
to create architectural ǀarietǇ and ǀiďrant streetscaƉes͕ ǁhile also ensurinŐ a hiŐh ƋualitǇ oĨ deǀeloƉment oǀerall.
 ŬeǇ asƉect oĨ the deǀeloƉment on ^teiŐereiland has ďeen the creation oĨ indiǀidual selĨͲďuild Ɖlots͕ ǁhich are ďeinŐ 
deǀeloƉed Ĩor ĨamilǇ homes ďǇ Ɖriǀate indiǀiduals.  These are not reƋuired to conĨorm to anǇ aesthetic controls͕ 
resultinŐ in a hiŐh deŐree oĨ architectural diǀersitǇ and ǀisual interest alonŐ  residential streets.
ase eǆamƉle ϰD
/:ďurŐ͕ msterdam ʹ sustainaďle urďan 
extension
View showing close grain subdivision of building plots to 
encourage variety
Excerpt from 2040 Vision for Amsterdam
Source: Dienst Ruintelijke Ordening, Gemeente Amsterdam, 
2011.
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Formulate the  
guidance
sauban͕ &reiburg
dŚe success oĨ tŚe Ɖlace ǁill be ĚetermineĚ bǇ tŚe ƋualitǇ 
oĨ Ěesign oĨ tŚe builĚings anĚ tŚe sƉaces betǁeen tŚem͘ 
esign guiĚance Ĩor builĚings anĚ tŚe Ɖublic Ěomain Ͳ anĚ 
in Ɖarticular tŚe interĨace betǁeen tŚem Ͳ ŚelƉs to Ɖromote 
tŚe ƉrinciƉles oĨ gooĚ urban Ěesign͕ communicate tŚe ǀision 
Ĩor tŚe Ɖlace anĚ Ɖromote tŚe stanĚarĚs oĨ Ěesign tŚat ǁill 
be eǆƉecteĚ oĨ ĚeǀeloƉers͘
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5.1 Clarity and quality
LAPs may need to provide guidance to ensure the 
quality and delivery of important aspects of the 
built environment.  The guidance provided in an LAP 
maǇ taŬe the Ĩorm oĨ detailed or sƉeciĮc oďũectiǀes͕ 
includinŐ deǀeloƉment manaŐement oďũectiǀes.  TheǇ 
maǇ auŐment͕ or suďstitute Ĩor͕  more Őeneral or Őeneric 
deǀeloƉment manaŐement oďũectiǀes contained in the 
Development Plan.
Guidance for the provision and design of infrastructure, 
buildings and projects in the public and private 
domains will be required to promote the principles 
of good urban design, communicate the vision for the 
place and promote the standards of design that will be 
expected of developers.
The tǇƉe and leǀel oĨ Őuidance ǁill often deƉend on 
the ŐeoŐraƉhical conteǆt oĨ the Ɖlan area ʹ ďe it urďan͕ 
suburban or rural and the nature of the area – be it 
an eǆistinŐ or neǁ area.  Dost imƉortantlǇ͕  the tǇƉe 
and level of guidance needed will become clear during 
the ƉrecedinŐ ƉreƉaration staŐes oĨ the >W.  The 
vision and principles will have established the broad 
character and Ƌualities oĨ the Ɖlace and the strateŐies 
ǁill identiĨǇ the oǀerall sƉatial aƉƉroach and asƉects oĨ 
the strateŐǇ that reƋuire Ɖarticular Ĩocus.
In the case of an LAP for an urban area, it may be 
appropriate to provide more detailed guidance than for 
an extensive rural area.  Such guidelines will normally 
address aspects:
Of technical detail  - which may not be suitable at ͻ 
the ďroader͕  strateŐǇ staŐe.
ZeƋuirinŐ a consistent aƉƉroach͕ ƉarticularlǇ ͻ 
ǁhere oǁnershiƉ is ĨraŐmented ʹ Ĩor eǆamƉle͕ 
ensuring connected streets and spaces.
there collaďoration Ĩor deliǀerǇ is reƋuired ʹ Ĩor ͻ 
eǆamƉle͕ ǁhen ƉroǀidinŐ Ĩor local schools.
KĨ imƉortant structural elements ʹ Ĩor eǆamƉle͕ a ͻ 
maũor neǁ aǀenue as a sƉine Ĩor an area.
KĨ innoǀation ʹ such as liǀeͲǁorŬ͕ alternatiǀe ͻ 
energy, waste management, community 
development and partnership.
&or manaŐinŐ deǀeloƉment ʹ Ĩor eǆamƉle͕ neǁ ͻ 
codes Ĩor deǀeloƉment or measures Ĩor Ɖrotection 
of elements of local heritage.
&or the ďrieĮnŐ oĨ siŐniĮcant neǁ ďuildinŐs or ͻ 
Ɖroũects in the Ɖuďlic or Ɖriǀate domains.
Guidelines can promote the provision of green technology 
and sustainable drainage
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5.2 >ocation
The guidance may provide greater clarity or, in some 
cases͕ aďsolute Ɖrecision in terms oĨ the location oĨ 
imƉortant Ɖlan elements.  This ǁill deƉend on the 
siǌe and eǆtent oĨ the Ɖlan area and the nature oĨ the 
strategy and the detail already shown in the integrated 
ĨrameǁorŬ.  
/n some instances͕ Ĩor eǆamƉle͕ a communitǇ ĨacilitǇ 
such as a crğche could ďe identiĮed in a Őeneral 
location ǁithin the Ɖlan area.  /n others͕ it maǇ ďe 
located within an urban block in the urban framework 
or tied to a sƉeciĮc site or Ɖlot.
/t maǇ also ďe imƉortant to ďe more ƉrescriƉtiǀe 
in terms oĨ the location and routinŐ oĨ ƉhǇsical 
infrastructure and their networks, such as streets and 
sƉaces͕ enerŐǇ͕  ǁater and drainaŐe.  These should 
normallǇ reŇect and reinĨorce the sƉatial structures in 
the strateŐǇ and inteŐrated ĨrameǁorŬ Ɖlan. 
5.3 Yuantum
>Ws should clearlǇ indicate and ƋuantiĨǇ deǀeloƉment͕ 
oƉen sƉace and critical communitǇ and ƉhǇsical 
inĨrastructure and Ĩacilities.  The oǀerall͕ Ɖlanned 
deǀeloƉment caƉacitǇ͕  ƉoƉulation and intensitǇ oĨ use 
should ďe also estaďlished ;this is considered in section 
4).  
This is essential in identiĨǇinŐ the need Ĩor communitǇ 
and ƉhǇsical inĨrastructure.  The rate oĨ Ɖroǀision is 
ŐenerallǇ determined on a ƉoƉulation ďasis͕ haǀinŐ 
reŐard to aƉƉroƉriate Ɖolicies and Őuidelines.  ;&or 
more inĨormation͕ Ɖlease reĨer to W'sͿ. there eǆƉlicit 
standards are not aǀailaďle͕ Őood Ɖractice case 
eǆamƉles should ďe reǀieǁed. /t ǁill also ďe imƉortant 
to address͕ ǁhere Ɖossiďle͕ eǆistinŐ deĮcits Ĩor eǆistinŐ 
or surroundinŐ communities. 
Some aspects of community infrastructure can be 
deliǀered on a Ɖhased ďasis to match deǀeloƉment. 
Whases maǇ ďe ďased on deǀeloƉment or ƉoƉulation 
thresholds or ͚tiƉƉinŐ Ɖoints .͛  Kthers͕ Ĩor eǆamƉle 
strategic public transport or open spaces, may need to 
ďe Ɖroǀided in a comƉlete state at the outset.
/nĚicatiǀe guiĚance 
Ĩor ŬeǇ streets anĚ 
sƉaces͕ taterĨorĚ 
EortŚ YuaǇs
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5.4 Quality
The Ɖotential Ĩor success oĨ the Ɖlace can ďe ǁon or 
lost in the ƋualitǇ oĨ its desiŐn. chieǀinŐ ƋualitǇ ǁill 
reƋuire a commitment to Őood urďan desiŐn. 'ood 
design is important because it can help to create more 
sustainaďle communities ďǇ͗
/mƉroǀinŐ ƋualitǇ oĨ liĨe͖ͻ 
WromotinŐ social inclusion͖ͻ 
&osterinŐ diǀersitǇ͖ͻ 
'eneratinŐ ciǀic Ɖride͖ͻ 
ddinŐ ǀalue͖ andͻ 
/nsƉirinŐ deǀeloƉers.ͻ 
lthouŐh Őuidance cannot suďstitute Ĩor the sŬills oĨ 
a good designer, it can help to ensure that the right 
desiŐn decisions are made at the aƉƉroƉriate leǀel.
'uidance maǇ also draǁ on Őeneric ͚ďest Ɖractice͛ 
manuals, but these should always be applied with 
due reŐard to the uniƋue character and identitǇ oĨ 
the Ɖlace. /n other cases͕ Őuidance Ĩor sƉeciĮc sites or 
Ɖroũects maǇ ďe needed. /n Őeneral͕ hoǁeǀer͕  desiŐn 
guidance at the level of the LAP should be focused on 
the sƉatial ǀision͗ hoǁ the Ɖlace should ǁorŬ͕ looŬ 
and Ĩeel͕ and not on minutiae͕ so that it can Ɖroǀide 
a ĨrameǁorŬ Ĩor achieǀinŐ desiŐn eǆcellence ǁithout 
stranŐlinŐ innoǀation. /n most instances͕ Őuidance 
should ďe ͚stǇle neutral .͛
Where detailed design guidance has already been 
ƉreƉared ďǇ the ƉlanninŐ authoritǇ͕  Ĩor eǆamƉle in 
relation to hiŐh ďuildinŐs͕ inĮll or ďuildinŐ sensitiǀelǇ 
in the countrǇside etc.͕ it maǇ ďe more aƉƉroƉriate Ĩor 
the plan to refer to these guidelines than to duplicate 
them.
5.5 ^treets and Ɖuďlic sƉaces
Guidance for streets and public spaces should focus on 
maŬinŐ them aƩractiǀe Ɖlaces that meet the needs oĨ 
all users. This reƋuires a steƉ chanŐe in aƫtudes and a 
more collaďoratiǀe aƉƉroach amonŐ those inǀolǀed in 
the desiŐn Ɖrocess.
>Ws that endorse Őood Ɖractice in this area and 
provide guidance that is tailored to the place can play 
an imƉortant role in achieǀinŐ this.  The ĨorthcominŐ 
Danual Ĩor ^treets ;eƉartment oĨ TransƉort and 
>'Ϳ ǁill set out Eational ďest Ɖractice oďũectiǀes 
and standards Ĩor ďeƩer streets and sƉaces.
There is a wealth of detailed urban design guidance 
available about streets and public spaces, however, 
much of this is generic in nature and will need to 
ďe interƉreted to reŇect local Ƌualities͕ needs and 
circumstances.  'uidance on streets and sƉaces should 
focus on:
Their Ĩunction in the local moǀement hierarchǇ ͻ 
;e.Ő. their character and caƉacitǇ to accommodate 
diīerent modes oĨ moǀementͿ͖
Their essential sƉatial Ƌualities ;e.Ő. their sense oĨ ͻ 
enclosure͕ sunliŐht and daǇliŐhtͿ͖ and
The dual role they need to perform as ‘links’ and ͻ 
as ͚Ɖlaces͛ in their oǁn riŐht.
Knce Őuidance that suƉƉorts the ͚Ɖlace͛ Ĩunction oĨ 
streets and open spaces is established, guidance on 
other aspects that support and consolidate their sense 
of place, such as materials, street furniture, signage 
and Ɖuďlic art͕ can ďe set out.
Using simple 3d models to illustrate urban form hsing soƉŚisticateĚ ϯĚ moĚels to giǀe an imƉression oĨ ǁŚat 
tŚe Ɖlace ǁill looŬ liŬe
ϲϴ oĨ ǆ
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dŚe eīect oĨ ƉŚǇsical inĨrastructure on tŚe ƋualitǇ oĨ tŚe 
Ɖlace sŚoulĚ not be unĚerestimateĚ
5.6 Community  projects, 
Ĩacilities and serǀices
/t is essential that communitǇ and suƉƉortinŐ 
infrastructure is rolled out in advance or in tandem 
ǁith deǀeloƉment. 
s a minimum͕ Ƌuantitatiǀe reƋuirements ;numďer͕  
nature͕ siǌe oĨ Ĩacilities and thresholdsͿ Ĩor the ĨolloǁinŐ 
need to be established: 
^chools͖ͻ 
hildcare͖ͻ 
>ocal health Ĩacilities͖ͻ 
^Ɖecial needs housinŐ͖ͻ 
ommunitǇ ďuildinŐs͖ͻ 
>ocal shoƉs and serǀices͖ͻ 
KƉen sƉace and recreation͖ͻ 
>ocal transƉort͕ ǁalŬinŐ and cǇclinŐ.ͻ 
etailed and Ƌualitatiǀe asƉects oĨ communitǇ 
infrastructure or projects, such as quality of design 
and layout,   should be addressed by preparing project 
ƉreliminarǇ Ɖroũect ďrieĨs.  These maǇ ďe Ĩolloǁed 
by more detailed site briefs, required prior to the 
deǀeloƉment manaŐement staŐe.
5.7 locŬs͕ Ɖlots and ďuildinŐ 
design
Guidance for blocks, plots and building design goes 
hand-in-hand with the design of streets and public 
spaces.
This reƋuires consideration oĨ͗
hse miǆ͖ͻ 
locŬ siǌe and conĮŐuration͖ͻ 
hrďan Őrain͖ͻ 
locŬ tǇƉoloŐies͖ͻ 
uildinŐ lines͖ andͻ 
^cale͕ heiŐht and massinŐ.ͻ 
5.8 WhǇsical inĨrastructure
Too often the location and desiŐn oĨ ƉhǇsical 
inĨrastructure such as ƉumƉinŐ stations͕ electricitǇ 
suďͲstations and their liŬe͕ is Őiǀen a loǁ ƉrioritǇ͕  ǁith 
standardised solutions ͚ďolted on͛ at the end oĨ the 
desiŐn Ɖrocess.
^uch installations can haǀe a dramatic eīect on the 
quality of the built environment and merit careful 
consideration earlǇ in the Ɖrocess ǁith reŐard to their 
landͲtaŬe and location͕ and at the later staŐes ǁith 
reŐard to their desiŐn and inteŐration ǁith the urďan 
Ĩaďric theǇ serǀe.
'uidance is needed to address the inteŐration oĨ 
new and enhanced infrastructure and the urban and 
landscaƉe structure.  This can ďe done throuŐh tǇƉical͕ 
generic guidance and, where appropriate, preliminary 
Ɖroũect ďrieĨs.
hsing ƉŚotograƉŚs oĨ similar Ɖlaces to conǀeǇ a sense oĨ tŚe 
cŚaracter oĨ tŚe Ɖlace
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5.9 Techniques
5.9.1 LŽĐaƟŽŶ 
It may be necessary to provide more detail than that 
provided in the integrated framework of the LAP to 
locate or deĮne the eǆtent oĨ imƉortant Ɖlan elements 
such as as schools, community centres, main streets 
or sƉaces.  This can ďe done ďǇ moǀinŐ to a larŐer Ɖlan 
scale and ĨocusinŐ on this Ɖart oĨ the Ɖlan area.
5.9.2 /ŶĚŝĐaƟǀĞ ƉůaŶƐ aŶĚ ƐĞĐƟŽŶƐ 
Aspects of the LAP which require greater clarity, 
ǁill often need to ďe shoǁn in Őreater ŐraƉhical 
detail. etailed Ɖlans and sections should normallǇ 
ďe considered͕ and stated͕ as ďeinŐ indicatiǀe. /t is 
very important that the LAP recognises the role and 
imƉortance oĨ later desiŐn staŐes. 
A range of techniques can be used, including:
Typical plan detail – such as a typical plan of the street 
or sƉace.
dǇƉical section ʹ this ǁill Ɖroǀide some indication oĨ 
Ĩuture three dimensional relationshiƉs.  /t is ƉarticularlǇ 
useĨul in shoǁinŐ the relationshiƉ ďetǁeen ďuildinŐs͕ 
landscaƉe elements and streets and sƉaces.  /t is most 
eīectiǀe ǁhen Ɖroǀided ǁith a corresƉondinŐ͕ tǇƉical 
Ɖlan.
SŬetcŚ conceƉt ʹ this Ɖroǀides initial or eǆƉloratiǀe 
detail on the Ĩorm and Ƌualities oĨ a Ɖlan element ʹ 
such as an imƉortant urďan sƉace or ciǀic comƉleǆ.
Sketches – these are normally, but not always, hand-
draǁn sŬetches oĨ imƉortant asƉects oĨ the Ɖlan.  TheǇ 
are most eīectiǀe ǁhen theǇ ƉortraǇ the anticiƉated 
͚liĨe͛  ;sƉatial Ƌualities and actiǀitiesͿ oĨ Ɖlaces or 
sƉaces.  ǇeͲleǀel ƉersƉectiǀes are ƉarticularlǇ useĨul.
3D graphics  Ͳ These are ǀerǇ eīectiǀe in ŐiǀinŐ 
an aƉƉreciation oĨ the liŬelǇ Ĩorm and character 
oĨ imƉortant asƉects oĨ the >W.  TheǇ Ɖroǀide 
an aƉƉreciation oĨ scale and ƉroƉortion͕ and the 
relationshiƉs ďetǁeen ƉroƉosed deǀeloƉment and the 
receiǀinŐ enǀironment.  
etaileĚ ǀisualisation – these may be appropriate for 
asƉects oĨ the >W ǁhich are oĨ Ɖarticular imƉortance͕ 
and/or where a good understanding of quality of 
the ďuilt Ĩorm is necessarǇ.  /t is liŬelǇ that detailed 
ǀisualisations ǁill onlǇ ďe reƋuired in sƉecial cases.
PŚotograƉŚic images ʹ imaŐes oĨ eǆistinŐ͕ successĨul 
places or projects of a similar nature to those planned 
in the LAP are very powerful in evoking character and 
quality or even providing useful comparisons for plan 
users. These should ďe careĨullǇ chosen to match the 
Ɖlace or Ɖroũect.  
5.9.3 PĞrŵŝƐƐŝŽŶ ƚŽ ƵƐĞ ŐraƉŚŝĐƐ 
Permission should be obtained for the use of any images 
which are not the property of the Local Authority or a 
ƉartǇ ǁorŬinŐ on its ďehalĨ.
/nĚicatiǀe sŬetcŚ using sectional ƉersƉectiǀe to inĚicate ƉroƉoseĚ enǀironmental imƉroǀements
ϳϬ oĨ ǆ
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5.10 Zoning map and matrix
The ǌoninŐ oďũectiǀes are an imƉortant statutorǇ asƉect 
oĨ the >W.  ,oǁeǀer͕  is imƉortant to rememďer that 
the ǌoninŐ oďũectiǀes should reƉresent the culmination 
of the LAP process and the statutory framing of its 
imƉortant elements.  
ZudimentarǇ ǌoninŐ oďũectiǀes and Őeneric ǌoninŐ 
matrices do not Ɖroǀide a startinŐ Ɖoint Ĩor Őood local 
area ƉlanninŐ.
The normal Ɖractice is to ƉreƉare a ǌoninŐ maƉ ǁith a 
suƉƉortinŐ eǆƉlanatorǇ matriǆ andͬor teǆt.  
This may be provided in this part of the LAP or as a 
stand-alone aspect of the main body or the appendices 
of the LAP.
ach local authoritǇ ǁill need to set out the relationshiƉ 
between the LAP strategies, integrated framework and 
the ǌoninŐ oďũectiǀes.  
'ood Ɖractice indicates that the main sƉatial asƉects 
oĨ the >W͕  ǁhich are critical to the coherent and 
sustainaďle deǀeloƉment oĨ the area͕ are identiĮed 
and included in the ǌoninŐ oďũectiǀes maƉ.  This 
maǇ͕  Ĩor eǆamƉle͕ identiĨǇ access Ɖoints͕ main routes 
and spaces, landscape structure, important public or 
Ɖriǀate Ɖroũects͕ ƉhǇsical or communitǇ inĨrastructure.
Established zoning matrices, which are used at 
eǀeloƉment Wlan leǀel or in other oƉeratiǀe >Ws͕ maǇ 
ďe aƉƉroƉriate.   ,oǁeǀer͕  these must ďe reǀieǁed and 
reĮned ǁhere necessarǇ to reŇect the content oĨ the 
>W.  /Ĩ it is not Ɖossiďle to use or reĮne eǆistinŐ ǌoninŐ 
oďũectiǀes then neǁ͕ ͚ƉlanͲsƉeciĮc͛ ǌoninŐ oďũectiǀes 
should ďe deǀised.
ǆamƉle oĨ ǌoning maƉ iĚentiĨǇing signiĮcant local obũectiǀes ǁŚicŚ unĚerƉin tŚe Ɖlan ĨrameǁorŬ
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The Grand Canal Dock Planning Scheme was developed in 2000 to provide a development framework for the Grand 
anal ocŬ area oĨ uďlin s͛ ocŬlands.  /t ǁas ďased on a Ɖreǀious deǀeloƉment ĨrameǁorŬ and rea ction Wlan.  
The 'rand anal ocŬ area comƉrises a land area oĨ Ϯϵ.Ϯ hectares͕ located on the south side oĨ the Ziǀer >iīeǇ in close 
ƉroǆimitǇ to the centre oĨ uďlin.  The WlanninŐ ^cheme sets out the nature and eǆtent oĨ ƉroƉosed deǀeloƉment͕ 
includinŐ the distriďution͕ miǆ and location oĨ land uses.  The ƉlanninŐ scheme also contains ƉroƉosals Ĩor the 
deǀeloƉment oĨ amenities͕ conserǀation and transƉortation in the area.  
etailed Őuidance on the oǀerall desiŐn oĨ Ĩuture deǀeloƉment ǁas a ŬeǇ comƉonent oĨ the ƉlanninŐ scheme.  <eǇ 
structurinŐ ƉrinciƉles͕ ďased on a simƉle Őrid structure͕ ǁere estaďlished ǁith the oďũectiǀe oĨ creatinŐ a Ɖermeaďle 
and connected urban area while also reinforcing important views and memorable structures and landscapes.  Standards 
for block structure and urban grain were also established, along with guidance on the bulk, scale and massing of each 
deǀeloƉment ďlocŬ and the ƉroƉortion and scale oĨ neǁ streets.  
The ƉlanninŐ scheme also aimed to Ɖromote architectural desiŐn oĨ the hiŐhest ƋualitǇ.  esiŐn Őuidance ǁas Őiǀen 
on issues oĨ detailed desiŐn͕ includinŐ ďuildinŐ entrances͕ corner elements͕ materials and eǆternal Įnishes and 
sustainaďle desiŐn Ĩeatures such as comďined heat and Ɖoǁer and ǁater conserǀation.
Case example 5A
Grand Canal Dock – guidance for urban 
structure
The Quays during development in 2006
Grand Canal Dock Planning Scheme urban structure 
diagram
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The South Lisseywollen LAP was prepared on behalf of Athlone Town Council and Westmeath County Council in 2008. 
The ƉurƉose oĨ the >W is to identiĨǇ oƉƉortunities Ĩor deǀeloƉment oĨ lands comƉrisinŐ ϴϭ hectares͕ located on 
the edŐe oĨ thlone Toǁn entre.  The lands are currentlǇ characterised ďǇ a miǆ oĨ rural landscaƉe and suďurďan 
deǀeloƉment͕ includinŐ ŬeǇ communitǇ and educational Ĩacilities.
Wart oĨ the ǀision Ĩor the Ĩuture deǀeloƉment oĨ the area ǁas to create a sustainaďle͕ ǁell connected and distinctiǀe 
Ɖlace ǁith a miǆ oĨ actiǀities and liǀinŐ enǀironments.  
Eeǁ and imƉroǀed housinŐ is an imƉortant Ĩeature oĨ the Wlan͕ ǁhich aimed to Ɖroǀide a miǆ oĨ housinŐ tǇƉoloŐies͕ 
stǇles and tenures as a means oĨ suƉƉortinŐ  the deǀeloƉment oĨ a diǀerse communitǇ. This included ƉroƉosals Ĩor the 
deǀeloƉment oĨ a numďer oĨ selĨͲďuild Ɖlots ǁith indiǀiduallǇ desiŐned housinŐ units.
The >W included a sǇstem oĨ codinŐ to Őuide the deǀeloƉment oĨ these selĨͲďuild Ɖlots.  <eǇ asƉects oĨ the deǀeloƉment 
code included:
Wroǀision oĨ a numďer oĨ small to medium siǌed lots͕ ǁith set standards Ĩor Ɖlot ǁidth and deƉth͖ͻ 
Guidance on building footprints and layouts, including desired building setbacks and open space   ͻ 
dimensions.
The ƉlanninŐ authoritǇ decided to ƉreƉare more detailed Őuidance Ĩor Ɖotential aƉƉlicants Ĩor the selĨͲďuild Ɖlots͕ 
to suƉƉort the imƉlementation oĨ the ďroad oďũectiǀes Ĩor this tǇƉe oĨ residential deǀeloƉment as estaďlished in the 
LAP.
ase eǆamƉle ϱ
Lisseywollen South – coding for self-build
approx. 10m
min. 6m
m
in
. 
2
5
m
3
-4
m Typical plot development
2 and 3D framework plan graphics
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The roŐheda ocŬlands Wlan ǁas ƉreƉared Ĩor roŐheda orouŐh ouncil and adoƉted as a ǀariation oĨ the statutorǇ 
Town Development Plan in 2007.
The ocŬlands area consists oĨ aƉƉroǆimatelǇ Ϯϴ hectares oĨ strateŐicallǇ located toǁn centre lands͕ much oĨ ǁhich 
are no lonŐer used Ĩor docŬinŐ or related Ɖort actiǀities.  The challenŐe ǁas to Ɖroǀide a coherent ĨrameǁorŬ to 
Ɖrotect the siŐniĮcant local heritaŐe͕ Ɖroǀide Ĩor a ranŐe oĨ neǁ ciǀic sƉaces and Ĩacilities͕ and address the issue ofthe 
ĨraŐmented oǁnershiƉ oĨ the area.  The Ɖlan Ɖresents a comƉrehensiǀe reǀieǁ oĨ local character and conteǆt͕ sets out 
a ďroad ǀision ďased on consultation͕ Ɖresents clear sƉatial strateŐies͕ a uniĮed Ϯ and ϯ dimensional ĨrameǁorŬ.  'iǀen 
the importance of the area for the town and the local heritage, such as the iconic railway viaduct and the Boyne river, 
and the ĨraŐmented nature oĨ oǁnershiƉ͕ detailed Őuidelines Ĩor streets and sƉaces ǁere set out.  These addressed 
imƉortant neǁ inĨrastructure such as ƋuaǇ ǁalls and Ɖromenade͕ ďuildinŐs͕ streets and sƉaces at the ǀiaduct.
Case example 5C
Drogheda Docklands – guidelines for new 
streets and spaces
ǆtract Ĩrom tŚe Ɖlan sŚoǁing inĚicatiǀe sections 
through key streets and spaces. Clockwise from top: 
tŚe ƋuaǇs͕ sƉine route͕ seconĚarǇ linŬ street͕ eǆisting 
street
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The draft eǀeloƉment &rameǁorŬ and DasterƉlan Ĩor the Ziǀerside taǇ rea͕ Didleton ǁas deǀeloƉed to meet an 
oďũectiǀe oĨ the Didleton ^Ɖecial >W ϮϬϬϱ.
The ƉreƉaration oĨ the &rameǁorŬ and DasterƉlan eǆtends ďeǇond the ďrieĨ estaďlished Ĩor the area ǁithin the ^ Ɖecial 
>W.  /t estaďlishes a clear ƉurƉose͕ conteǆt͕ ǀision and conceƉt Ĩor the Ĩuture deǀeloƉment oĨ a Őreen corridor alonŐ 
the riǀer.  &iǀe character areas ǁere set out ǁithin the ǁhole Ziǀerside taǇ area͕ clearlǇ estaďlishinŐ the Kǁenacurra 
Ziǀer as a Ĩocus Ĩor the deǀeloƉment oĨ the corridor.   series oĨ Ɖuďlic realm Ɖroũects ǁere identiĮed͕ includinŐ 
measures to:
DaŬe the area aƩractiǀe to Ɖedestrians͖ͻ 
/ntroduce ďuildinŐs to Őenerate actiǀitǇ͖ͻ 
staďlish neǁ connections͖ andͻ 
Wromote actiǀitǇ on riǀerside terraces.ͻ 
The Ɖlan also included the ƉreƉaration oĨ a ϯ studǇ to helƉ illustrate the imƉact oĨ the ƉroƉosals Ĩor Ĩuture 
deǀeloƉment.
ase eǆamƉle ϱ
Midleton – concepts for important public 
spaces
Public Realm: Riverside Way
Entice people to the area using landscape feature elements 
such as lighting and sculptures.
Building form to allow for activity zones
Pedestrian connection from Main Street to Riverside Way
Terraces of different experiences to allow for ease of movement 
and passive recreation
Detail of Riverside  
propos ls
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/llustratiǀe image͘͘͘
Deliver
Creating sustainable Ɖlaces reƋuires tŚe integrateĚ anĚ 
timelǇ Ɖroǀision oĨ ĚeǀeloƉment͕ ǁitŚ suƉƉorting ƉŚǇsical 
anĚ social inĨrastructure͘ /ntegrateĚ anĚ timelǇ Ɖroǀision 
oĨ inĨrastructure is imƉortant because it ƉroǀiĚes tŚe 
ƉŚǇsical ĨrameǁorŬ ǁitŚin ǁŚicŚ sustainable ĚeǀeloƉment 
can be ĨostereĚ͕ it Ěemonstrates commitment anĚ reĚuces 
uncertaintǇ Ĩor inǀestors͕ it ƉroǀiĚes greater control oĨ 
ƉŚasing anĚ it alloǁs a greater range oĨ ĚeǀeloƉers anĚ 
actors to taŬe Ɖart͘
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6.1 /nteŐrated and timelǇ   
 infrastructure
reatinŐ sustainaďle Ɖlaces reƋuires the Ɖarallel 
Ɖroǀision oĨ deǀeloƉment ǁith suƉƉortinŐ ƉhǇsical and 
social inĨrastructure. /nteŐrated and timelǇ Ɖroǀision oĨ 
infrastructure is important because:
It provides the physical framework within which ͻ 
sustainaďle deǀeloƉment can ďe Ĩostered͖
It demonstrates commitment and reduces ͻ 
uncertaintǇ Ĩor inǀestors͖
/t Ɖroǀides Őreater control oĨ ƉhasinŐ͖ andͻ 
Allows a greater range of developers and actors ͻ 
to taŬe Ɖart.
6.2 that does imƉlementation  
 entail?
The deliǀerǇ oĨ sustainaďle Ɖlaces reƋuires a Ɖroactiǀe 
aƉƉroach to deliǀerǇ oĨ suƉƉortinŐ ƉhǇsical and social 
inĨrastructure. Dore often than not͕ the ƉreƉaration oĨ 
>Ws has not ďeen accomƉanied ďǇ a Įrm commitment 
to imƉlementation and this is reŇected in a Ĩailure Ĩor 
thinŐs to haƉƉen on the Őround.
6.3 /dentiĨǇinŐ inĨrastructure  
 requirements
The nature and scope of the infrastructure required 
ǁill deƉend on the aims and oďũectiǀes oĨ the Ɖlan. /n 
the maũoritǇ oĨ cases there ǁill ďe a ƉresumƉtion in 
Ĩaǀour oĨ miǆed uses͕ ǁith diīerent modes oĨ transƉort 
integrated into a permeable and connected urban and 
landscaƉe structure. onseƋuentlǇ͕  and to Ɖromote the 
creation oĨ more sustainaďle Ɖlaces͕ consideration ǁill 
need to ďe Őiǀen to a ďroad ranŐe oĨ diīerent ƉhǇsical 
and social inĨrastructural reƋuirements.
Physical infrastructure includes roads, open space, 
public transport, sewers, drainage, water and service 
utilities͕ etc.͕ includinŐ enǀironmental inĨrastructure. 
Social infrastructure includes schools, shops, childcare 
and communitǇ Ĩacilities.
thile some elements are essential to ĨacilitatinŐ 
development, such as roads and sewers, others, such 
as Ɖuďlic transƉort or sǁales maǇ ďe discretionarǇ͕  ďut 
imƉortant Ĩor the creation oĨ more sustainaďle Ɖlaces.
The Ɖlan ƉreƉaration staŐe should scoƉe all the 
infrastructural requirements for achieving the vision 
and strateŐies͕ and identiĨǇ inĨrastructural elements 
are interͲdeƉendent͕ so that theǇ can ďe coordinated. 
Where further specialised studies are deemed 
necessary these should be carried out as part of the 
initial ĨeasiďilitǇ Ɖrocess͕ and not tacŬed on as Ɖlan 
oďũectiǀes.
6.4 WhasinŐ and matchinŐ oĨ   
 delivery
The requirement for most services will be triggered 
ďǇ a critical threshold oĨ ƉoƉulation. ,oǁeǀer͕  sƉace 
requirements for land uses such as schools and 
childcare, must be planned and integrated into the plan 
area in advance having regard to relevant Guidelines 
and the tarŐets identiĮed in the ore ^trateŐǇ͕  so that 
their later provision is not compromised (see also 
^ection y oĨ the DanualͿ.
lternatiǀe ƉhasinŐ arranŐements or strateŐies maǇ 
ďe included in the >W ǁhere a deŐree oĨ ŇeǆiďilitǇ 
is needed in terms oĨ the nature eǆtent or location 
oĨ deǀeloƉment and suƉƉortinŐ inĨrastructure and 
serǀices.  ach alternatiǀe must satisĨactorilǇ meet the 
ǀarious strateŐies and oďũectiǀes oĨ the >W. 
The ďeneĮts oĨ Ɖuďlic inǀestment in mandatorǇ and 
discretionarǇ elements͕ such as district heatinŐ or Ɖuďlic 
transport infrastructure, in advance of development 
thresholds being reached should also be considered as 
it has the Ɖotential to aƩract Ɖriǀate inǀestment and 
alter the Ɖerceiǀed aƩractiǀeness oĨ the area.
Example of phasing diagram (Source: Cosgrave Property 
Group)
ϳϴ  oĨ ǆ
eliǀerǇ
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/t is also necessarǇ to ensure an holistic aƉƉroach to 
the design of infrastructure such as roads, in order 
for these to be rolled out at a later date with minimal 
disturbance.
In order to achieve this the LAP must give careful 
consideration to the seƋuential ƉhasinŐ and release 
of serviced parcels or plots of land in line with the 
ƉhasinŐ and deliǀerǇ oĨ suƉƉortinŐ inĨrastructure. 
This͕ in turn͕ ǁill reƋuire consideration oĨ ƉarcelinŐ 
and development capacity, especially where there is 
Ɖotential Ĩor the ƉreͲeǆistinŐ ƉaƩern oĨ land holdinŐs 
to comƉromise the desired ƉhasinŐ oĨ deǀeloƉment. 
WarcelinŐ should Ɖrioritise the needs oĨ the Ɖlace not 
ease oĨ deǀeloƉment.
lternatiǀe ƉhasinŐ oƉtions should ďe eǆƉlored as Ɖart 
oĨ the Ɖlan ƉreƉaration Ɖrocess and their strateŐic 
environmental impacts assessed before coming to a 
conclusion. The ƉreĨerred ƉhasinŐ oƉtion should ďe 
presented in a clear and unambiguous fashion while 
making provision for review in the event of changing 
circumstances.
6.5 staďlishinŐ ĨeasiďilitǇ and  
 funding
Public investment in infrastructure removes an 
element oĨ risŬ Ĩrom the Ɖriǀate sector. The corollarǇ 
of this is that the risk is carried by the public sector, and 
eǆƉenditure recouƉed on the ďasis oĨ deǀeloƉment 
taŬinŐ Ɖlace. lternatiǀelǇ͕  it maǇ ďe Ɖossiďle to 
share risk by engaging in public-private partnership 
arranŐements.
In today’s less buoyant market, public investment may 
ďe necessarǇ to chanŐe marŬet ƉerceƉtions͗ maŬinŐ 
deǀeloƉment aƩractiǀe to deǀeloƉers ǁho ǁould 
otherǁise Ɖerceiǀe it to ďe unǀiaďle. /t also Ɖresents 
an opportunity to provide a level of quality that would 
not ďe achieǀed ďǇ the Ɖriǀate sector.
The challenŐe Ĩor ƉlanninŐ authorities is to Ĩorǁard 
Ĩund inĨrastructure͕ and͕ ƉendinŐ Įscal initiatiǀes 
that would increase the availability of local authority 
resources, this must primarily be achieved through 
eǆistinŐ ďudŐet allocations and throuŐh deǀeloƉer 
contriďutions. >Ws should aǀoid the Őeneration oĨ 
unrealistic eǆƉectations associated ǁith ƉroƉosals that 
cannot ďe realised͕ ďǇ ƉreƉarinŐ realistic cost estimates 
and matchinŐ these to their contriďution schemes and 
caƉital allocations.
today’s less buoyant market, public sector
interventions may be necessary to change rket
p rceptions: making development attractive to
dev lopers who would otherw se perceive it to be
u viable. 
However, LAPs should avoid the generation of 
unrealistic expectatio s associated with proposals
that cannot be realised, by preparing realistic cost
estimates and matching these to their ontribution
schemes and capital allocations or known investment
commitments of relevant government departments,
agencies or developers.
6.6 ^eƫnŐ out roles and   
 resƉonsiďilities
īectiǀe leadershiƉ is reƋuired to linŬ ǀision to deliǀerǇ. 
Leadership needs to come from the local authority, 
underpinned by high-level professional as well as 
Ɖolitical commitment. Wlaces ǁhere hiŐh ƋualitǇ 
development has been delivered tend to share one or 
more oĨ the ĨolloǁinŐ characteristics͗
 Ɖroactiǀe local authoritǇ͖ͻ 
 dedicated deliǀerǇ orŐanisation͖ͻ 
n inŇuential Ɖroũect Ɖromoter actinŐ ǁithin a ͻ 
suƉƉortiǀe orŐanisation͖ or
n ͚enliŐhtened͛ deǀeloƉer;sͿ.ͻ 
The ƉlanninŐ authoritǇ should Őiǀe serious consideration 
to the need Ĩor a dedicated imƉlementation and 
monitorinŐ ŐrouƉ ďeĨore commiƫnŐ to the ƉreƉaration 
oĨ an >W.
6.7 DonitorinŐ ƉroŐress
DonitorinŐ is an inteŐral Ɖart oĨ the Ɖlan ƉreƉaration 
Ɖrocess. DonitorinŐ should ďe commenced at the ƉreͲ
Ɖlan ƉreƉaration staŐe in order to estaďlish suĸcient 
baseline data and indicators against which progress 
can ďe measured at the reǀieǁ staŐe. DonitorinŐ 
should take account of:
The main physical, economic, social and ͻ 
enǀironmental characteristics oĨ the area͕ 
includinŐ its ƉoƉulation͖
The principal purposes for which land in the area ͻ 
is used͖
ommunications͕ transƉort and traĸc ;includinŐ ͻ 
accessiďilitǇ ďǇ Ɖuďlic transƉortͿ͖ and
nǇ other considerations ǁhich maǇ ďe eǆƉected ͻ 
to aīect the aďoǀe mentioned maƩers.
This inĨormation ǁill ƉlaǇ a ŬeǇ role in identiĨǇinŐ 
strenŐths͕ ǁeaŬnesses͕ oƉƉortunities and threats that 
ǁill inĨorm the Őeneration oĨ alternatiǀe deǀeloƉment 
oƉtions͕ helƉ deǀeloƉ a sƉatial ǀision Ĩor the area and 
Ɖroǀide the eǀidence ďase Ĩor strateŐies and oďũectiǀes. 
The framework for monitoring should be established 
ďǇ the >W imƉlementation ŐrouƉ and aliŐned ǁith the 
ƉroŐramme Ĩor monitorinŐ the enǀironmental eīects 
oĨ the Ɖlan contained in the ^.
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The Grangegorman plan will guide the development of a new City Quarter on a 73 acre site located in north west inner 
citǇ uďlin.  The neǁ Ƌuarter ǁill ďe structured around the construction oĨ a neǁ educational camƉus Ĩor the uďlin 
/nstitute oĨ TechnoloŐǇ and redeǀeloƉment oĨ clinical serǀices Ĩor the ,^.  The Wlan also Ɖromotes the deǀeloƉment 
oĨ a ranŐe oĨ communitǇ͕  cultural and recreational Ĩacilities͕ alonŐ ǁith residential accommodation Ĩor uƉ to ϮϬ͕ϬϬϬ 
ƉeoƉle.  The ƉroƉosed deǀeloƉment ǁill create a neǁ urďan structure Ĩor the site͕ ǁith a netǁorŬ oĨ neǁ streets͕ ƉarŬs 
and Ɖlaǌas set ǁithin a hiŐh ƋualitǇ landscaƉe structure ďased on the deǀeloƉment oĨ a ͚Őreen ĮnŐers͛ conceƉt.
The Ɖlan recoŐnises that the deliǀerǇ oĨ such a larŐe͕ comƉleǆ and diǀerse Ɖroũect necessitates inteŐration and coͲ
ordination across a ďroad ranŐe oĨ areas.  /n order to Ĩacilitate the eĸcient and eīectiǀe deliǀerǇ oĨ the 'ranŐeŐorman 
Ɖroũect͕ the Ɖlan contains a comƉrehensiǀe imƉlementation strateŐǇ comƉrisinŐ a series oĨ inteŐrated Ɖlans and 
strateŐies desiŐned to deliǀer enǀironmental Ɖrotection͕ aƉƉroƉriate and timelǇ ƉlanninŐ aƉƉroǀals͕ site enŐineerinŐ 
and inĨrastructure reƋuirements and Ɖroũect ĨundinŐ.
The eǀeloƉment eliǀerǇ Wlan estaďlishes a clear seƋuence oĨ deǀeloƉment ǁorŬs to Ĩacilitate an orderlǇ rollͲout 
oĨ the Ɖroũect.  This Ɖlan ďreaŬs the deliǀerǇ oĨ the Ɖroũect doǁn into Ĩour ŬeǇ elements͕ each oĨ ǁhich is Ĩurther 
ďroŬen doǁn into a series oĨ deliǀerǇ tranches and associated deliǀerǇ ƉacŬaŐes.  ach tranche comƉrises a numďer 
oĨ ďuildinŐs and tǇƉes oĨ accommodation that ǁill ďe deliǀered ǁithin the same timeĨrame.  The deliǀerǇ ƉacŬaŐes 
deĮne the Ƌuantum oĨ ďuildinŐs that ǁill ďe Ɖrocured toŐether.  The eǀeloƉment eliǀerǇ Wlan ǁas deǀeloƉed on a 
collaďoratiǀe ďasis in consultation ǁith the 'ranŐeŐorman eǀeloƉment ŐencǇ͕  ŬeǇ staŬeholders and the DasterƉlan 
team.
The Įnal section oĨ the 'ranŐeŐorman Ɖlan addresses the issue oĨ Wroũect &undinŐ.  This section oĨ the Ɖlan clearlǇ 
identiĮes ŬeǇ deǀeloƉment costs Ĩor deliǀerǇ oĨ the Ɖlan͕ includinŐ inĨrastructure costs͕ sustainaďilitǇ measures͕ 
ƉroĨessional Ĩees͕ continŐencǇ͕  leǀies and ƉlanninŐ contriďutions and sT.  The ĨundinŐ Ɖlan is matched ǁith the 
ƉroƉosed deǀeloƉment tranches as set out in the eǀeloƉment eliǀerǇ Wlan͕ ǁith ŬeǇ Ɖroũect costs͕ ĨundinŐ sources 
and a Ɖrocurement strateŐǇ identiĮed Ĩor each.
ase eǆamƉle ϲ
Grangegorman – planned, phased and 
funded delivery
Extract from masterplan showing layout of 
imƉlementation ƉacŬages
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This LAP was prepared on behalf of Westmeath County Council in 2005. The LAP establishes the context, goals, 
oďũectiǀes and strateŐies Ĩor the Ĩuture deǀeloƉment oĨ a neǁ Ƌuarter on a ϱϬϬha site located on the northͲeast edŐe 
of Mullingar.  
haƉter ϲ oĨ the Ɖlan includes an innoǀatiǀe imƉlementation strateŐǇ ďased on the deǀeloƉment oĨ a ͚local deliǀerǇ 
ǀehicle͛ ;>sͿ in comďination ǁith a sƉecial deǀeloƉment contriďution scheme to ďalance out the resources oĨ 
deǀeloƉers ͚uƉͲĨront .͛ The intention oĨ the strateŐǇ is to aƩach the cost oĨ inĨrastructure Ɖroǀision to the land ;and its 
reͲsaleͿ rather than the end user.
Other provisions include:
The creation oĨ a lead deliǀerǇ aŐencǇ comƉrisinŐ an alliance oĨ landoǁners͙..as a means oĨ uniĨǇinŐ land ͻ 
ownership;
The allocation oĨ land use ďǇ tǇƉoloŐǇ͖ͻ 
Deasures Ĩor the Ɖhased release oĨ land Ĩor deǀeloƉment to suƉƉort the Ɖroǀison oĨ ƉarŬland͕ recreational ͻ 
Ĩacilities and structural inĨrastructure͖
WroƉosals Ĩor Ɖhased imƉlementation͕ ǁith each Ɖhase haǀinŐ necessarǇ Ɖroǀision.ͻ 
Case example 6B
Robinstown – structure for incremental 
growth
Aerial view of area Phasing strategy
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